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ABSTRACT
Dorney, Kevin Michael, M.S., Department of Chemistry, Wright State University. 2014.
A chemical free approach for increasing the biochemical surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS)-based sensing capabilities of colloidal silver nanoparticles.
The unique optoelectronic properties of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) have led to their
explosive use in a multitude of both research and industrial settings in recent years.
Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) exhibited by AgNPs has been exploited
extensively as a nano-scale probe in a variety of spectroscopic detection modalities,
particularly in surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). The SERS effect is highly
dependent upon the LSPR interaction with optical laser frequencies, thus optimization of
LSPR via specific control of AgNP dimensionality and composition of the surrounding
medium is vital for increasing the efficacy of SERS-based nano-sensing. This work
aimed to augment LSPR of AgNPs by applying the chemical free technique of tangential
flow filtration (TFF) to a Creighton colloid of spherical AgNPs and specifically tailoring
their size-distribution, concentration, and purity. First, a large batch of Creighton AgNPs
(1-100 nm in diameter) were size-selected (20 nm and 12 nm in average diameter),
concentrated, and purified via a three-step TFF procedure and characterized for
effectiveness as SERS substrates in pre-resonance, resonance, and single-molecule
resonance conditions for a Raman reporter, rhodamine 6G. The 20 nm AgNPs were
found to have the highest surface enhancement factors (SEFs) in pre-resonance and single
molecule resonance (SEFS of 2.1 X 106 and 2.5 x 1010), while the 12 nm AgNPs yielded
the highest SEFs in resonant conditions (2.0 x 106). The TFF procedure was then
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introduced to a diverse class of undergraduate and graduate students in an Experimental
Nanomaterials and Nanoscience course to demonstrate the versatility of the proposed
method for both gold nanoparticles and AgNPs, as well as the ease of applicability for
use in different research disciplines and settings. Lastly, the 20 nm TFF-obtained AgNPs
were employed for the sub-nanomolar biochemical detection of a potent apoptotic
metabolite, chelerythrine (CET), in human lens epithelial cell extracts. The TFFfractionated AgNP colloid allowed for quantification of CET content within several cell
compartments via a reproducible calibration curve extending over five orders of
magnitude (10-5 to 10-10 M in CET concentration). The results of these aims offer strong
evidence that TFF can be 1) utilized to yield SERS substrates capable of extending
detection limits and increasing spectral signals, 2) easily adapted for a variety of
nanoparticle colloids as well as research and industrial settings, and 3) employed to
obtain AgNPs that facilitate trace biochemical SERS-based detection even in extensive
biological matrices.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

SILVER

Silver, a precious metal, has perhaps played one of the most prominent roles of any
metallic element in human history. Silver, in a historical sense, has found vast uses in a
gambit of applications dating back from antiquity to the modern times. Although it was
most widely used as currency in one form or another, the beneficial uses of silver have
long been recognized for thousands of years. Ancient Phoenicians used silver to line
pottery and preserve food stuffs,1 while silver nitrate (AgNO3) was used for centuries to
treat a variety of illnesses from sexually transmitted diseases to intestinal parasites.2,3 The
intriguing chemicophysical properties of silver have lead to many other uses in
electrochemistry4-6 and electronics.7,8 The electrical properties of bulk silver, perhaps of
great significance for the chemical scientist, were realized during the explosive
development of electrochemical methodologies and theories in the 19th and 20th centuries,
during which the standard silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrode was invented.4
Despite the many scientific applications of silver, the use of silver in research settings has
mostly been relegated to that of the electrical engineer, inorganic, or electrochemist.
1.2

NANO SILVER AND SILVER NANOPARTICLES (AGNPS)

The nanotechnology and nanoscience fields have experienced exponential growth on
both a domestic and worldwide scale within the past few decades. In fact, the meteoric
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rise of the nanoscience sectors in the U.S. alone is expected to contribute over $3 trillion
U.S. dollars to the global economy and provide nearly 6 million industrial and academic
job opportunities by the year 2020.9 Moreover, nanotechnology has even permeated into
the mainstream culture of the United States (U.S.) and abroad, leading to its use as a
“buzzword” that is recognizable by a large portion of the general populace.10,11 As a
consequence, nanomaterial research, development, and application have concurrently
experienced vast growth in that over 1,600 consumer-based products in the U.S. now
contain some form of a nanomaterial.12 As a result, many universities now offer
specialized nanoscience and nanotechnology degree programs.13
The broad definition of a nanomaterial (i.e., possessing at least one spatial dimension
of 1 – 100 nm)14 coupled with the wide range of materials capable of being manufactured
in the nano-size range has lead to an almost limitless amount of different chemical and
structural composites being utilized in various nanotechnology-based applications. For
instance, titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles have been incorporated in products
ranging from sunscreen to paints, and even toothpastes.15 Nano-crystalline inorganic
semiconductors (i.e., quantum dots) have been used in medical imaging16 and even in the
production of high definition television sets.17 Although many different materials
comprise the consumer and research nanoscience sectors, silver nanomaterials, and in
particular silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), are by far the most widely used with over 450
available products containing nanosilver.12

2

Since the first report of a solution phase synthesis of spherical AgNPs in 1979 by
Creighton and others,18 AgNPs have found a myriad of applications in catalysis,19
photonics,20 therapeutics,21 printed electronics,7 renewable energy,22 and surface
science,23 to mention a few. The beneficial properties of AgNPs compared to those of
bulk and atomic silver are primarily the result of nanoscale confinement. In this size
regime, the large surface area to volume ratio and high degree of polarized surfaces can
result in more reactive sites for a variety of chemical processes. In addition, the relatively
small size of AgNPs compared to microscopic biological constituents (i.e., cells, bacteria,
viruses, etc.) has resulted in the observations of a myriad of both potentially beneficial
(e.g., bactericidal and virucidal)24 and potentially harmful (e.g., cytotoxic and apoptotic)25
effects. Furthermore, the “particle-in-a-box” like confinement of valence and conduction
band electrons leads to interesting optoelectronic behavior and has initiated the era of
“nano” sensing. This point, in particular, is responsible for much of the interest and usage
of AgNPs in academic and research settings.
1.3

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL NANO-SENSING USING AGNPS AND SURFACEENHANCED RAMAN SCATTERING

AgNPs exhibit a multitude of unique, size-dependent properties, but perhaps the most
intriguing and valuable to the chemical spectroscopist is the interaction of AgNPs within
an optical electric field. When incident radiation impinges upon AgNPs such that the size
of the particles are much smaller than the wavelength, λ, of the “light” (i.e., when
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scattering is negligible) a dipole excitation of the electron “gas” will occur across the
metal surface, which slightly displaces the vacuum electron density.26 The resulting
positive polarization (with respect to the metallic core) leads to the oscillation of the
Fermi (or surface) electron density, which is known as “surface plasmon”.26 At certain
optical wavelengths, the plasmon frequency will be resonant with the external field
frequency, and will lead to a large net absorption of the incident radiation. This process is
typically referred to as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) or, more specifically, localized
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), which results in a large electromagnetic field
enhancement in the near field (i.e., at distances less than the wavelength of the maximum
absorption) of the AgNPs.27
A more detailed, mathematical treatment of LSPR via a modified Mie theory28,29
approach corrected for the effects of nanoconfinement of electrons reveals that the
magnitude, frequency, and even direction of LSPR in AgNPs is heavily dependent upon
properties of the AgNPs themselves, as well as the external medium. The absorption
coefficient, α, for AgNPs can be expressed directly via the Mie theory,30 if one restricts
the system to the size regime in which AgNPs exhibit LSPR,

𝛼 𝜆 =   
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where NNP is the number of nanoparticles in the medium, R is the average radius of the
AgNPs, λ is the wavelength of the incident radiation, εM, is the frequency-dependent
permittivity functions of the external medium, εr and εI are the real and imaginary
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permittivity functions for bulk silver, and χ is typically referred to as the shape factor (χ
and is equal to 2 for spherical particles and larger for non-spherical particles).31 It is
evident from Equation 1, that the optical response of the metal and LSPR depends upon
the metal composition (which defines the permittivity functions), size, shape, aggregation
state, refractive index of the medium (as εM = n2), as well as even ionic strength because
the presence of external charges effects the electron density of small metal particles (thus
affecting the permittivities).26 The large number of parameters affecting the optical
response of AgNPs allows for “tuning” of the LSPR for a variety of applications,
although most investigations focus on adjusting solely the geometric properties (i.e., size
and shape) of AgNPs to achieve beneficial LSPR absorption maxima.
For the case of spherical AgNPs, LSPR absorption is largely dependent upon the
properties of the surrounding medium, which makes the LSPR response a sensitive and
specific nanoscale probe of local environments.30 Novel spectroscopic techniques have
been developed in recent years to quantify and exploit the interaction of LSPR with the
local environment: such as SPR spectroscopy,32 single molecule fluorescence (SMF),33
fluorescence resonant energy transfer (FRET),34 and surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS).23,35 SERS has perhaps gained the most interest of all the nanosensing spectroscopies employing AgNPs in recent years. The molecular fingerprinting,
multiplex, and potential single-molecule detection capabilities of SERS have lead to its
use in a plethora of scientific and industrial sectors with applications abounding in food
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science,36 cancer diagnostics,37 homeland security,38 cellular biochemistry,39 material,40
and surface science.41

Figure 1. Number of research articles, reviews, and books published per year containing
the concept “surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy” as determined via a scifinder.org
database search. The asterisk indicates data for the present year as of April 2014.
In 1974, Fleischmann and coworkers detected an enormous increase in Ramanscattered photons for pyridine absorbed onto a roughened silver electrode,42 thus
observing the first SERS effect. Although first attributed to an increased concentration of
the pyridine analyte within nano-roughened crevices of the electrode, the signal
enhancements observed in a SERS spectrum was quickly found to be too large to account
for an increase in molecular number density.43,44 Over the next decade, theoretical
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calculations45 along with experimental observations46 confirmed that the observed signal
enhancements may be the result of three primary enhancement mechanisms:47 1) an
electromagnetic (EM) field enhancement mechanism that results from laser-induced
excitation of LSPR in nanostructured materials,48 2) a charge transfer (CT) mechanism
that occurs from vibronic coupling of the ground and excited states of an absorbed
molecule with the Fermi level in the nanometal,49 and 3) a resonance enhancement (RE)
mechanism when the excitation frequency bandwidth overlaps with a molecular
resonance in the absorbate.50 Experimental efforts51 and electrodynamic simulations27
have shown that the EM and RE mechanisms contribute the greatest to the SERS effect,
thus further development of SERS as an analytical tool has focused on augmenting these
two properties. However, the CT and RE mechanisms are specific to a particular
molecular species while the EM mechanism is nearly completely dependent upon the
metal nanostructure. Given the nearly infinite amount of molecules available with visible
resonances and the wide range of now-available excitation sources,52 much of the recent
theoretical and experimental SERS investigations have focused on optimizing LSPR of
metal nanostructures.52-55
Traditionally, the largest SERS enhancements have been observed for AgNPs56,57 as
compared to the other coinage metals (e.g., Cu and Au); however, very recently
anisotropic gold nanostars58 have been shown to exhibit SERS enhancement factors
approaching those obtained for colloidal AgNPs.59 Although gold is making a comeback
as a substrate in analytical SERS experiments and biomedical applications, AgNP sols
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are still the most widely utilized SERS substrate and as such, much effort has been
focused on synthetic routes that can tailor the size,60 shape,61 and dielectric environment62
of the as-synthesized AgNPs. Despite the many gains in this particular area, the relatively
high reduction potential of Ag+ (Ered = 0.7996 V)63 requires the use of elaborate synthetic
methodologies and additional chemical modifiers to control AgNP dimensionalities.
Moreover, the finite chemical control required to produce uniform shape and size
distributions of colloidal AgNPs does not allow for straightforward scalability and often
results in AgNPs contained with an extensive chemical matrix. The last point is of
paramount importance as the presence of many compounds in a nanocolloid can
adversely affect the SERS nano-sensing capabilities by altering the refractive index and
effecting LSPR response to the incident laser radiation.
Recently, tangential flow filtration (TFF) has been successfully utilized as an
alternative technique to control AgNP size distribution and concentration, without the use
of excess chemical modifiers.64 Additionally an independent, seminal investigation
involving a TFF-like diafiltration of a colloid of thiol-functionalized gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) showed that the filtration process could be utilized to not only alter the size
distribution, but also to purify the AuNPs by removing excess synthetic reagents (e.g.,
capping ligands, salts, etc.).65 Thus, TFF has the capability to alleviate many of the
potential pitfalls often associated with traditional synthetic techniques that attempt to
control NP dimension and composition of the medium, without inducing significant
modifications of the existing NP structure. This is a vital requirement if the intricate
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structure-function relationships of NPs in a variety of nano-sensing applications are to be
unambiguously understood. Moreover, a more complete understanding of optical
properties of AgNPs as a function of the parameters governing LSPR would be
paramount to augmenting and increasing the range of use and applicability for SERSbased chemical and biological nano-sensing.
This work aims to elaborate and improve upon previous studies employing TFF to
increase the SERS-based sensing capabilities of spherical, unfunctionalized, colloidal
AgNPs. Trefry and coworkers64 recently showed that a two-step TFF procedure resulted
in an ultraconcentrated colloid of spherical AgNPs with increased SERS EM
enhancement factors compared to the original, unmodified colloid, which was attributed
to significantly more SERS-active AgNPs (i.e., AgNPs in close proximity to one another)
within the laser focal volume. A separate investigation66 showed that a three-step TFF
procedure could be utilized to increase the overall AgNP concentration, while
concurrently size-selecting for larger, spherical AgNPs of ~ 64 nm in diameter, which
have been shown to be an ideal size range for optimal non-resonant SERS sensing.67
However, the effect of purity of the resulting AgNP colloids was not directly assessed
and the SERS EM enhancement factors were only quantified under non-resonant
conditions.66 Moreover, the TFF-obtained particles were only tested in an idealized
system, thus necessitating the need to examine the SERS sensing capabilities of the TFFobtained AgNPs in real biological or chemical systems, if they are to be utilized in a wide
range of nano-sensing applications.
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2. HYPOTHESIS AND SPECIFIC AIMS
2.1

HYPOTHESIS

A three-step, chemical-free TFF procedure can be utilized to post-synthetically sizeselect, concentrate, and purify a Creighton sol of spherical AgNPs without the use of
excess chemical modifiers or capping reagents. The TFF procedure will possess a great
degree of scalability and be facile enough for many industrial and research facilities to
implement without extensive cost or infrastructure modifications. Furthermore, the TFF
fractionation process will yield AgNPs colloids of optimal SERS enhancement factors
with potential uses in a variety of chemical and biological SERS-based nano-sensing
applications.
2.2
2.2.1

SPECIFIC AIMS

SPECIFIC AIM 1

A large volume of a silver sol containing spherical AgNPs will be synthesized via the
Creighton method and concentrated via a three-step TFF approach using hollow fiber
polysulfone filter membranes (one of 50 nm and two of 30 kDa pore sizes to size-select
and purify the colloid, respectively). The resulting TFF-obtained colloids will be
characterized via ultraviolet-visible absorption spectroscopy (UV-VIS), Raman
spectroscopy, inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES), and
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transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Once characterized, the SERS-based nanosensing capabilities of the unmodified, original colloid and the two ultraconcentrated,
filtered AgNP colloids will be assessed for their use as more effective SERS substrates.
2.2.2

SPECIFIC AIM 2

The optimized TFF separation method will be incorporated into a laboratory
experiment for a class of undergraduate and graduate students enrolled in an
Experimental Nanomaterials and Nanoscience laboratory course. Student responses to the
laboratory experiment, along with anonymous evaluations of the novel laboratory module
will show that the proposed TFF procedure is adaptable for different NP systems, can be
easily scaled up or down depending on application, and can also be easily introduced into
laboratory settings without the need for additional, costly resources.
2.2.3

SPECIFIC AIM 3

The increased non-resonant SERS-based sensing capabilities of the TFF-obtained
colloid of AgNPs with the largest average diameter (Ag50C, ~ 20 nm in diameter) will be
utilized to track the intracellular fate and distribution of chelerythrine (CET) in human
lens epithelial cell (HLEC) extracts. The increased SERS signals resulting from the
optimized colloid of AgNPs will facilitate the construction of a calibration curve over
several orders of magnitude of CET concentration, reaching subnanomolar detection
limits. The calibration curve will then facilitate the interpolation of total CET content
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within the cellular extracts, thus allowing the amount of CET per µg of total protein to be
quantitatively determined for assessing potential affinities for CET subcellular
localization. Finally, the ultralow detection limits achieved with the Ag50C will allow for
the detection of CET molecules in an isolated Na+/K+ ATPase (NKA)
immunoprecipitation extract.
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Abstract
The geometric properties of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are among the most
important factors governing their unique optoelectronic and electromagnetic properties,
and as such the specific control of dimensionality is of vital importance for maximizing
their beneficial nanoscale properties. Herein, the method of “green” tangential flow
filtration (TFF) was employed to specifically manipulate the size-distribution,
concentration, and purity of colloidal AgNPs for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(SERS) based sensing. The TFF procedure was found to significantly increase the
concentration and purity of colloidal, spherical AgNPs, while concurrently decreasing the
size-distribution, without the use of excess chemical modifiers. The SERS spectra of a
Raman reporter dye, rhodamine 6G, were recorded in pre-resonance (632.8 nm),
resonance, and single-molecule resonance (532.1 nm) excitation conditions for the
unaltered AgNP colloid and two TFF-obtained suspensions. The TFF-obtained
suspensions exhibited enormous signal enhancements compared to the unaltered AgNPs
under all excitation conditions as a direct result of increased AgNP concentration and
limited size-distribution. Furthermore, the calculated SERS surface enhancement factors
(SEFs) for the TFF AgNPs were well above those of the original AgNP colloid. Thus the
TFF method can quickly and efficiently provide SERS substrates with increased sensing
capabilities for use in a variety of applications.
Keywords
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Introduction
In recent years, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) has grown to be a
powerful optical analytical technique in recent years that has all the molecular specificity
and multiplex detection capabilities of regular Raman scattering in addition to the
extremely low detection limits.1,2 Under resonant conditions (i.e., surface-enhanced
resonance Raman spectroscopy, SERRS), Raman spectra of high signal-to-noise ratios
have been reported for “single-molecules” adsorbed onto nanostructured metallic
surfaces (e.g., roughened silver electrodes, aggregated silver nanoparticles, etc.).3,4
Theory has predicted5 and experimental6 investigations have confirmed, that the large
signal enhancements observed in SE(R)RS studies may be the result three primary
enhancement mechanisms: (1) an electromagnetic (EM) enhancement mechanism7 due to
laser-induced excitation of dipoles and multipoles in the metal surfaces, (2) a chargetransfer (CT) mechanism8 between the vibrational LUMO of the adsorbed molecule and
Fermi electron level of the metal, and (3) a resonance enhancement (RE) mechanism9
when the excitation source is coupled to a molecular resonance in the adsorbate. It is well
known that mechanisms (1) and (3) provide the largest contribution to the SE(R)RS
effect10,11. Therefore, the choice of a particular nano-substrate and wavelength of
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excitation are key parameters governing the large signal enhancements observed in
SE(R)RS.
The largest EM enhancements were observed for silver nanoparticles (AgNPs)
when compared to other noble metal NPs such as gold and copper12,13 hence AgNPs are
routinely utilized as effective substrates in SE(R)RS investigations.3,14 The EM
enhancement mechanism observed for AgNPs is the result of localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR) excitation via the interaction with optical laser frequencies, which
results in an exponential increase in the magnitude of both the incident and scattered EM
field near the AgNP surface.7,10 It has been shown that the LSPR observed in metallic
nanostructures has a direct dependence on size15, shape16, dielectric surroundings17 and
aggregation state.18 Consequently, specific control of nanomaterial morphology,
dimensionality, and local environment have been utilized to further enhance the
SE(R)RS-based sensing capabilities of AgNPs.19,20 Recent advancements in synthetic
nanotechnology have been employed to achieve precise size and morphological control
during AgNP formation using elaborate physicochemical techniques such as chemical
vapor deposition,21 nanosphere lithography,22 and solution-phase seeded-growth
mechanisms.20 Alternatively, the nanoscale dimensions and size-distribution of AgNPs
can be modified post-synthetically using exclusion procedures like size-exclusion
chromatography,23,24 ultracentrifugation,24 and fractional crystallization.25 Despite the
myriad of techniques available to the synthetic chemist or spectroscopist, nearly all
approaches possess potential shortcomings such as increased cost, experimental duration,
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contamination, or aggregation state.23-27 Thus the need for a robust, facile, and relatively
low cost manipulation of colloidal NPs is required in order to accurately quantify the
SE(R)RS enhancements, to increase the reproducibility of the SE(R)RS signals, and to
further increase the use of SE(R)RS as a quantitative tool.28 Recently27, tangential flow
filtration (TFF) of colloidal AgNPs has proven to be an effective alternative compared to
other size-selection and exclusion techniques, because TFF is capable of meeting the
criteria required for uniform and active SE(R)RS substrates. Furthermore, the application
of TFF is independent of the NP composition, as the separation process relies primarily
on the size and shape of the NP and not the chemical nature.27-29
Perhaps one of the synthetically simplest and well-studied SE(R)RS substrates
leading to enormous enhancements capable of signal molecule (SM) detection events are
spherical colloidal AgNPs. The effects of excitation wavelength, AgNP size and
concentration on the SE(R)RS signal enhancement has been an area of intensive
study;20,30-33 however, many of these investigations require elaborate experimental
designs, which may not be easily scaled-up or employed in other research or industrial
settings. For instance Macfarland and others have designed an ingenious scanning
wavelength system to show that the SE(R)RS enhancement factor is the greatest when the
incident laser wavelength lies between that of the LSPR in the silver nanoastructure and
the particular Stokes shifted band of interest.31 In a recent report, Stamplecoskie and
coworkers20 determined that spherical AgNPs of ~ 50 nm in diameter synthesized via a
chemically expensive seeded-growth mechanism yielded the largest SERS enhancement
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factors under non-resonant conditions (i.e., 785 nm excitation). Nevertheless, the
influence of the dielectric environment, concentration, and excitation wavelength were
not addressed. In this study, we aimed to assess the SE(R)RS-based sensing capabilities
of colloidal, spherical AgNPs (down to the SM level) as a function of size, concentration,
dielectric environment, and excitation wavelength. To achieve this, a large volume of
Creighton colloidal AgNPs was fractionated (colloids with average AgNP diameters of
20.1 nm, Ag50R, and 12.4 nm, Ag30R2), purified via the removal of excess synthetic
reagents, and concentrated (3.85 L down to 50 mL and 8 mL for the Ag50R and Ag30R2,
respectively) via a “green” and rapid three-step TFF procedure. The SE(R)RS
enhancement factors34 for the fractionated AgNP colloids were determined from the
obtained SE(R)RS spectra of a Raman reporter dye, rhodamine 6G (R6G) in preresonance and resonance conditions (632.8 nm and 532.1 nm excitation, respectively).
Experimental Methods
Chemicals and Materials. Silver nitrate (> 99%, AgNO3), sodium borohydride (99%,
NaBH4), and rhodamine 6G chloride (99%, R6G) were manufactured by Acros Organics.
Potassium bromide (98%, KBr) was purchased from Fisher Scientific. All chemicals and
reagents were used as received, without further purification. High purity water (> 18 MΩ
cm, HQ H2O) was utilized as solvent throughout the experiment.
Synthesis and Characterization of Creighton AgNPs. A large volume (3.85 L) of
moderately dispersed, spherical AgNPs was synthesized by a modified Creighton
method35, via the reduction of Ag+ → Ag0 in ice-cold aqueous NaBH4 solution. Briefly, a
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2.0 mM solution of NaBH4 was prepared in 300 mL of ice-cold water. A 50 mL aliquot
of 1.0 mM AgNO3 solution was added drop-wise and the reaction was allowed to proceed
for 50 min under constant stirring. Colloidal AgNPs were stabilized for another 50
minutes of constant stirring, and stored at 4 °C for further characterization. The Creighton
procedure was then carried out in a batch-wise process until the desired volume was
achieved. The resulting AgNP colloid was characterized via ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS)
absorption spectrophotometry, Raman spectroscopy, and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM).
Scheme 1. Flow Diagram for the Tangential Flow Filtration of Creighton AgNPs
Original Colloid
(ORI)

50 nm PS
Filter

Size Selection
50nm Retentate
(Ag50R)

50nm Filtrate
(Ag50F)

30 kD PES
Filters

Concentration and
Purification st
1 30kD Filtrate
(Ag30F1)

30 kD Retentate
(Ag30R2)

2nd 30kD Filtrate
(Ag30F2)

Tangential Flow Filtration (TFF) of Creighton AgNPs. The TFF process as applied to
Creighton AgNPs has been described previously by several authors.27-29,36 In this study, a
similar three-step procedure (Scheme 1) was employed to fractionate, purify, and
concentrate the original colloid of AgNPs (Ori). Briefly, colloidal AgNPs were first
fractionated using a 50 nm polysulfone (PS) hollow-fiber filter module (Spectrum Labs,
Inc.), yielding a concentrated retentate (Ag50R) and a dilute filtrate (Ag50F). The Ag50F
solution was further concentrated and purified using two 30 kDa hydrophilically-
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modified polyether sulfone (mPES) hollow-fiber filter membranes (Spectrum Labs, Inc.)
to obtain an ultraconcentrated retentate suspension (Ag30R2) was obtained (for a
complete flow scheme, see Supporting Information). The amounts of nanosilver and
sodium, which is a byproduct of the synthetic reaction due to the decomposition of the
borohydride reductant, were quantified in each TFF suspension by inductively coupled
plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) (Supporting Information). The entire
filtration process was performed for three independent batches of Creighton AgNPs, and
the Ori, Ag50R, and Ag30R2 were subsequently diluted to achieve concentrations equal
to those attained when the lowest silver yield of the TFF process was observed.
UV-VIS Analysis. Small aliquots of the Ori, Ag50R, and Ag30R2 were diluted with HQ
H2O and placed in a 1-cm path length quartz cuvette prior to UV-VIS absorption analysis.
Creighton AgNPs exhibit a LSPR in the visible regime37 (at ca. 400 nm) and the
extinction spectrum of each solution was recorded using a Cary 50 Bio UV-Visible
Spectrophotometer (Varian, Inc.) at a scan rate of 1,200 nm min-1.
TEM Analysis. Small aliquots (~ 10 µL) of Ori, Ag50R, and Ag30R2 were deposited
onto carbon coated copper grids and imaged by a CM200 TEM (Philips®), operating at a
200 kV accelerating potential. TEM micrograph analysis was performed in ImageJ®
1.46R software and average diameters were derived from the area values of over 500
AgNPs.
SE(R)RS Sample Preparation. Stock solutions of R6G (10-5 – 10-14 M) were prepared
in HQ H2O. SE(R)RS samples were obtained by the R6G stock solution to ORI, Ag50R,
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or Ag30R2 to yield final R6G concentrations of 10-6 – 10-15 M (see Supporting
Information). A small aliquot of 1.0 M KBr was added to the SE(R)RS samples to induce
the formation of AgNP “hot-spots” and to increase spectral reproducibility.9 Samples
were allowed to incubate for 24 hours to ensure complete R6G adsorption to the AgNPs,
and then were added to a 2 mL quartz cuvette for Raman analysis. Extensive cleaning
procedures were employed to remove any physically adsorbed R6G onto cuvette walls
(Supporting Information).9
Raman, SERS, and SERRS Measurements. Raman and SE(R)RS measurements were
performed on a confocal LabRam HR 800 system (Horiba, Inc.) utilizing two excitation
sources: a continuous-wave internal HeNe laser (632.8 nm, 15 mW, SERS) and a
frequency-doubled diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser (Laser Quantum®, 532.1 nm, 15 mW,
SERRS). Raman scattered photons were collected in a 180-degree backscattering
geometry through an optically coupled 50X microscope objective and a
thermoelectrically cooled, deep-depletion, back-illuminated Andor CCD camera (1024 x
256 pixels). The spectral resolution in each measurement was ~ 1 cm-1.
Fluorescence Emission of R6G. Differential fluorescence spectrophotometry was
employed to estimate the percentage of R6G adsorbed onto AgNPs in the SE(R)RS
samples.38 Fluorescence of R6G was stimulated at 530 nm and the magnitude of photon
emission was quantified at 550 nm.37 The emission spectrum of R6G was recorded in
both bulk solutions free of AgNPs and in the SE(R)RS samples (106 – 108 M in each,
PMT voltage of 600, 750, 900, and 950 V, Supporting Information) using a Cary Eclipse
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Fluorescence spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies) with s scan rate of 2,400 nm
min-1.

Figure 1. Visual images, TEM micrographs, TEM size histograms, and UV-VIS
extinction spectra of the AgNPs in the (A) ORI, (B) Ag50R, and (C) Ag30R2 samples.

Results & Discussion
Concentration and Size-Distribution of AgNPs. TFF is a dynamic recirculation
technique in which a bulk solution, suspension, or colloid is continuously passed
tangentially across a porous polymeric membrane. The hydrodynamic pressure generated
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within the hollow fibers forces most molecules or particulates (in this case AgNPs)
smaller than the pore diameter through the filter along with the solvent (i.e., filtrate),
while retaining species larger than the pore diameter within the bulk feed stream (i.e.,
retentate). Thus, the TFF procedure can provide a means of controlling the sizedistribution, purity, and concentration of a moderately polydispersed or heterogeneous
AgNP colloid. Visual inspection, along with ICP-OES results for the three AgNP colloids
offered corroborating data that the TFF procedure was successful in concentrating the
ORI suspension, yielding nanosilver concentrations of ten and nearly ninety fold higher
in the Ag50R and Ag30R2, respectively (Table 1). It should be noted that results of the
total silver analysis are those determined for the lowest TFF-obtained nanosilver yield for
three separate trials, and that products attained from higher yield filtrations were diluted
to be consistent with the concentrations reported in Table 1. For instance, using the total
Ag content and the corresponding volume of each TFF product (Figure S1), a yield of ~
42% was obtained. Although this indicates an efficiency of less than 0.5, much higher
yields (i.e., 62%)36 have been obtained with hydrophobic membrane filters, albeit at a
higher experimental cost and duration. It is likely that that much of the nanosilver loss
during the filtration process is the result of strong adsorption via exposed thiol groups
within the backbone of the polysulfone membrane,39 which may also reduce the size
selective capabilities of the TFF process (see below).
The control of AgNP concentration and size without causing aggregation is vitally
important for nearly every implementation of AgNPs, as the beneficial nanoscale
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properties are lost during aggregation into multimeric structures. The UV-VIS absorption
spectra, TEM micrographs, and AgNP size histograms confirmed that the TFF procedure
was successful in increasing the concentration of nanosilver in each colloid without
inducing significant AgNP flocculation (Figure 1B &C). It is well known that the number
of LSPR peaks in an extinction spectrum of colloidal AgNPs decreases as the symmetry
and size-distribution of particles increases, and that LSPR peak broadens significantly
upon aggregation.37 Thus a symmetric, Gaussian shaped LSPR absorption profile
centered near 400 nm indicates that spherical, unaggregated AgNPs are present within the
colloidal matrix.35,37 Moreover, the TFF process was also successful in removing much of
the excess solvent within the initial colloid, as confirmed by the dramatic decrease in
sodium content observed in each TFF-processed colloid (Table S1).
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Table 1. Geometric and Concentration Characteristics of Each AgNP Samplea

a

Sample

ORI

Ag50R

Ag30R2

Conc. (µg mL-1)b

10.1

106.8

899.9

Ave. Dia. (nm)

13.4

20.1

12.4

Max. Dia. (nm)

167.4

77

41.4

% Distribution

105.5

64

77

λmax (nm)

393

403

387

Final concentration (Conc.), average diameter (Ave. Dia.), maximum diameter (Max.

Dia.), percentage distribution of AgNP diameters (% Distribution), absorption maximum
of the LSPR in the UV-VIS extinction profiles (λmax).
b

Concentrations were determined after diluting the ORI, Ag50R, or Ag30R2 to

concentrations consistent with the lowest TFF-obtained nanosilver yield.
The SE(R)RS enhancement mechanisms are heavily dependent upon the
geometry of a particular nanostructure,40 thus in order for reproducible spectra to be
obtained, highly uniform substrates are required.30 TEM micrograph and UV-VIS
extinction profile analysis (Figure 1 and Table 1) shows that the TFF procedure
significantly reduced the polydispersity of the original AgNPs in both the Ag50R and
Ag30R2 colloids. This is a direct result of the size selection capabilities of the hollow
fiber filter membranes; however, the calculated AgNP diameters for the Ag50R sample
did not reflect the pore size of the 50 nm PS membrane. In theory, the TFF process
should result in the Ag50R colloid containing only AgNPs of greater than 50 nm in
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diameter. Deviations from the theoretical size separation are likely the result of
irregularly shaped AgNPs (e.g. ellipses, spheroids, or truncated prisms that cannot pass
through circular membrane pores due to their orientation) or membrane pore blockage
due to chemical and physical adsorption of the AgNPs.39 These disadvantages have been
overcome by employing charged or hydrophobic membranes,36 but at the unfortunate
expense of increased experimental duration and undesirable AgNP functionalization.41
Despite the limitations of controlling specific AgNP size, the TFF process did result in an
increased percentage of larger AgNPs in the Ag50R suspension, while no presence of
AgNPs larger than 50 nm in diameter were present in the Ag30R2 suspension. Moreover,
Lorenz-Mie calculations have shown that the LSPR frequency experiences a size
dependent shift for spherical AgNPs of differing sizes42, which, along with the UV-VIS
absorption spectra, further confirms the increase and decrease of AgNP size in the Ag50R
and Ag30R2 samples, respectively.
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Figure 2. SERRS spectra of the ORI and TFF colloids in the presence of only KBr. The
intensity scale in each spectrum is identical, with the only modification being an intensity
axis off-set for clarity.
The purity of a SE(R)RS substrate is of extreme importance for the quantitative
interpretation of molecular spectra. “Anomalous” Raman bands are a disadvantageous
artifact in most colloidal preparations43 and carry the potentiality to interfere with Raman
vibrational bands of the molecule(s) of interest. Additionally, the LSPR is dependent on
the local dielectric environment17, thus ionic byproducts within the colloidal matrix can
have undesirable effects on the EM enhancement during SE(R)RS measurements. In the
presence of only KBr, ORI exhibited several Raman bands resulting from postsynthetic
species present in the colloidal matrix.37 Following filtration, the appearance of these
Raman bands decreased significantly in both of the TFF-obtained colloids (Figure 2).
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Moreover, ICP-OES results showed a dramatic decrease in sodium content (a by-product
of the decomposition of NaBH4 during the redox reaction) in each subsequent step of the
filtration process (Supporting Information, Table S1). The decreased intensity of the
anomalous Raman bands in each spectrum, along with the decrease in total sodium
content, is the result of the removal of excess solvent during the TFF process, which aids
in not only obtaining interference free SE(R)RS spectra, but also in a more accurate
quantification of the EM enhancement of each AgNP substrat
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Figure 3. (A) Baseline corrected SERS spectra of R6G incubated with ORI and the TFF-fractionated AgNP colloids.
The R6G concentration in each spectrum is 10 nM, with the exception of the Ag50R spectrum (R6G concentration of 1
nM). The spectra are intensity shifted for clarity. (B) Plot of the integrated intensity of the 611 cm-1 marker band vs. the
negative log of R6G concentration (AgNP concentrations as given in Table 1) and (C) the marker band intensities
obtained from Ag50R and Ag30R2 samples at nanosilver concentrations equal to ORI (10.1 µg mL-1 in each). Error
bars represent the standard deviation in intensities from three different filtrations, while the red dashes mark the
concentration of R6G at which SM detection events would occur based on laser focal volume calculations (Supporting
Information).
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SE(R)RS Measurements of R6G:AgNP Suspensions. The SERS signal of R6G in
colloidal AgNP systems has been previously shown to saturate at R6G:AgNP
concentration ratios of 3:1 or greater.6,44 Therefore, in order to accurately determine the
SERS EFs associated with each substrate, R6G concentrations of 1,000 – 1 nM were
employed because the R6G:AgNP concentration ratio is much less than one within this
range (see SI for a sample calculation). The SERS analysis of R6G incubated with the
ORI, Ag50R, and Ag30R2 yielded vibrationally rich spectra for concentrations as low as
10 nM (Figure 3A). However, only the R6G:Ag50R suspension exhibited the presence of
R6G vibrational modes at 1 nM, despite a nearly forty fold difference in the total amount
of AgNPs compared to the R6G:Ag30R2 sample (see Supporting Information). The
increase in both the detection limit and the intensity of the 611 cm-1 marker band
intensity could only be the result of greater EM enhancement for the Ag50R colloid, as
the CT enhancement is an inherent molecular property and the analyte is the same in all
measurements. Recent theoretical and experimental investigations45,47 have shown that
the greatest EM field enhancement for AgNPs is obtained by using excitation sources that
are slightly red-shifted (~ 30 nm) compared to the LSPR maximum; the EM enhancement
increases as the “gap” between excitation wavelength and LSPR is narrowed.30,47 The

λmax of the Ag50R sample lies much closer to the excitation wavelength of 632.8 nm
compared to the Ag30R2 and ORI, thus the “gap” between LSPR and excitation
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wavelength is much smaller, resulting in a greater LSPR wavevector excitation. This
results in local EM fields of greater magnitude between interacting AgNPs, thus leading
to the higher spectral intensities and increased detection limit for the Ag50R suspension.
Moreover, a monotonic increase in the SERS intensity of R6G vibrational modes has
been observed for AgNP diameters in the size range of ~ 18 – 50 nm,20 thus further
supporting the observed size-dependent enhancement effect.
Although the size-dependent increase in SERS intensity has recently been
observed, it is entirely possible that the increase is signal is the result of the increased
AgNP concentration in the Ag50R and Ag30R2 samples. Therefore, the TFF-obtained
colloids were diluted such that the concentration of nanosilver was equal to that in ORI.
As evident from Figure 3B, the increase in detection limit and SERS intensity of the 611
cm-1 for the Ag50R sample was still retained, even at a nanosilver concentration equal to
that in the ORI, which further supports the observed increase in signal as a sizedependent effect. Moreover, a careful look at the SERS intensities of the Ag30R2 colloid
further corroborates this finding. If the increase in SERS intensity was truly a nanoconfinement phenomenon then one would expect lower intensities for the marker band
peaks when AgNPs with a smaller average diameter, but same concentration as the ORI,
are utilized as substrates. This was indeed the case, as at all concentrations in this regime,
Ag30R2 gave rise to significantly lower signals than the ORI colloid. Taken together, the
total observed increase in marker band intensities for Ag50R in each experiment (raw
concentrations or equal concentration of nanosilver) demonstrates that AgNP size is
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perhaps the most important parameter governing SERS efficiency in pre-resonance
conditions, although an increased concentration of AgNPs will lead to further
enhancement of the vibrational modes of the analyte.
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Figure 4. (A) Baseline corrected SERRS spectra of R6G:AgNP samples at a R6G concentration of 1 fM. Spectra are
intensity scale shifted for clarity; yet, the same intensity scale applies to each spectra, aside from ORI without R6G
(black trace). (B) Plot of the integrated intensity of the 611 cm-1 vibrational mode vs. the negative log [R6G] (AgNP
concentrations as given in Table 1). Inset shows the expanded region for “single-molecule” detection events. (C) Same
intensity vs. concentration plot as in (B), but for AgNP concentrations equal to those of ORI (10.1 µg mL-1 in each).
Error bars indicate the standard deviation of three separate filtration products and the red dashes mark the R6G
concentration at which SM detection events are possible.
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The SERRS spectra of R6G:AgNP samples exhibited significantly higher
intensities compared to the pre-resonant SERS spectra at similar concentrations, largely
due to the resonant enhancement of R6G. In fact, at R6G concentrations greater than 10
nM large fluorescence backgrounds were observed for all AgNP samples, even after 48
hours incubation time (data not shown). Nevertheless, despite the greater AgNP content
in the TFF-obtained colloids, and the greater degree of R6G:AgNP absorption as
illustrated by the fluorescence measurements (Table S2), there was no difference in the
magnitude of fluorescent quenching of R6G between the SERRS substrates in this study.
This is most likely due to the greater magnitude of the fluorescence scattering crosssection of R6G compared to its Raman scattering cross-section. However, at R6G
concentrations below 100 nM, the SERRS signal of R6G was unaffected by fluorescence
effects, allowing vibrationally detailed spectra to be obtained over seven orders of
magnitude in R6G concentration (10 nM to 1 fM for all substrates). The intensity of the
611 cm-1 peak was the highest for the Ag30R2 colloid (Fig. 4B), showing a reversal in
substrate-dependent enhancement as compared to the pre-resonance excitation conditions
for concentrations above the SM threshold (red line, Fig. 4B). This result may seem
surprising at first; however, the RE mechanism has been determined to be on the order of,
or even larger than, the EM enhancement mechanism under resonant excitation
conditions.3,6,9 Thus, it would appear that although a greater EM enhancement is observed
for the Ag50R under pre-resonance excitation, the magnitude of the resonance
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enhancement must be nearly the same or larger. Moreover, the presence of nearly a 36fold increase in the number of AgNPs in the laser focal volume for the Ag30R2 likely
results in more R6G molecules experiencing resonant excitation (Table S4) and
subsequent Stokes emission. In addition, the Ag30R2 colloid was found to have the
largest degree of R6G adsorption, as determined by differential fluorescence
measurements (Table S2). Considering these results, it could be possible that the large
number of R6G molecules present within the focal volume is the result of increased total
surface area for Ag30R2, which allows for more analyte absorption (Table S4). Thus, at
equal concentrations, in which the total surface area available for analyte adsorption is
nearly equal (Table S4), a significant decrease in the SERRS intensities should be
observed for the Ag30R2. In fact, such a decrease was observed under resonant
conditions (on average, 84% reduction in spectral intensities for R6G concentrations of
10 – 0.1 nM, Figure 4C) where the concentrations of all TFF colloids were equal to the
nanosilver content in ORI (10.1 µg mL-1). Moreover, the Ag50R was found to yield the
highest SERRS signals (for equal nanosilver content) and also a much smaller decrease in
611 cm-1 peak intensities (24.5% on average) This can again be attributed to a greater
magnitude of the local EM field as the LSPR-excitation frequency “gap” is much smaller
using the higher energy, 532.1 nm excitation source. Thus, the TFF procedure provides
additional enhancements for resonant excitation frequencies by ultraconcentrating the
AgNP filtrates along with the removal of reaction byproducts.
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The extremely large resonant enhancement of R6G under 532.1 nm excitation
prevented quantitative assessment of the effect of nanoparticle size on the SERRS
sensing capabilities of AgNPs at concentrations of R6G greater than 0.1 nM. Additionally,
it is well understood that the structure-function relationship of AgNPs and chemisorbed
R6G in solution is best examined at the SM or near-SM level,50,51 where contributions
from AgNP concentration and over adsorption of R6G can be neglected. Therefore,
additional SM-SERRS measurements were performed in the SM regime, in which the
extremely low concentrations of R6G negate effects resulting from higher concentrations
of AgNPs in the TFF samples (see Supporting Information for detailed calculations). SMSERRS spectra were obtained over five orders of magnitude in R6G concentration for all
AgNP colloids, yielding a very low detection limit of 1 fM in all cases (Figure 4A). The
relative spectral intensities in the lower concentration range in Figure 4B confirm the
presence of SM-like detection events, in that if a single or very few molecules of R6G are
being irradiated, the time averaged (i.e., several scans averaged together to improve
spectral clarity) spectral intensities should remain relatively uniform for a given substrate.
Surprisingly, each AgNP colloid yielded similar marker band intensities, however; it is
clear that the Ag50R colloid results in higher SERRS signals. This is primarily due to the
fact that the EM enhancement is much larger for the Ag50R compared to the other
substrates, as demonstrated in the pre-resonance and concentration-dependent SE(R)RS
measurements Therefore, the increased EM enhancement observed for the Ag50R
suspension does result in increased SERRS signals; however, it cannot be ignored that
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perhaps that RE is the predominant mechanism at the SM level, as the intensities of the
611 cm-1 band were very near one another regardless of the AgNP substrate utilized.
SE(R)RS Enhancement Factors of R6G. The extensive and thorough characterization
of the Raman spectrum of R6G has resulted in its routine use as a molecular probe for the
determination of overall signal enhancement arising from different nanostructured
substrates in SE(R)RS investigations.3,6,9,34 Although many different forms of SE(R)RS
signal enhancement factors (EFs) have been reported in the literature, one of the most
rigorous and useful EFs is the surface enhancement factor (SEF), which determines the
total signal enhancement on a near per-molecule basis for chemisorbed species.32
Moreover, the SEF takes into account the geometric properties of the nanosubstrate and
the fact that only chemisorbed species will experienced enhanced Raman scattering.32
!
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[1]

Where C is the concentration of R6G on either the AgNP surface or in a bulk solution
free of AgNPs (determined from fluorescence measurements, Table S2), and AEF is the
analytical enhancement factor (AEF). While most authors refer to the AEF as simply the
ratio of the SE(R)RS intensity to the regular Raman intensity of a particular vibrational
mode, it is important to note that increases in the intensity of specific vibrational modes
are due to a concurrent increase in the scattering cross-section (σ) of the particular
vibrational coordinates. Hence, a more thorough definition of the AEF (and SEF) must
take into account the increase in the vibrational scattering cross-section instead of the
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simple intensity ratio often reported (for a more extensive discussion of the utility and
necessity of employing such rigorous definitions, the curious reader should refer to the
Supporting Information of ref. 27). Therefore, a full determination of [1] requires that the
AEF be calculated as
!"!!!,!"(!)!" /!!

𝐴𝐸𝐹 =    !!

!!!,!"#"$ /!!

!"#.!"#$

× !"#.!"#$ !"#"$

!"(!)!"

[2]

where dσR6G, SE(R)RS / dΩ is the differential scattering cross-section for a particular
vibrational mode and is given by
𝑑𝜎!!!,!"

! !"
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where Int. Area is the integrated area of a particular band appearing in a SE(R)RS
spectrum. From the above definitions, it is evident that the choice of a particular
vibrational mode is highly important for a proper understanding of the EFs reported for
nanostructured substrates in SE(R)RS. Therefore, the 611 cm-1 Raman band of R6G (in
plane deformation of the xanthine backbone)52 and the symmetric and asymmetric
stretching modes of water (3241 cm-1 and 3394 cm-1) were used in all measurements to
determine the SE(R)RS EFs. The choice of the water stretching modes as a reference in
the Raman and SE(R)RS spectra is due to the fact that water does not experience
SE(R)RS enhancement under these experimental conditions.
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Figure 5. Calculated SE(R)RS SEF values for each of the AgNP colloid utilized in this
study under pre-resonance ([R6G] = 10-1 nM), resonance ([R6G] = 1 nM), and SM
resonance ([R6G] = 1 fM) conditions.
The calculated SEF values for each SE(R)RS substrate clearly show that the sizeselected and concentrated Ag50R and Ag30R2 colloidss yield greater signal
enhancements than the ORI regardless of the excitation conditions utilized. In preresonance excitation, the TFF procedure resulted in substrates capable of increasing the
sensing capabilities of ORI by nearly two orders of magnitude, with Ag50R resulting in
the largest SEF (SEF of 2.1 x 106). In resonance conditions (i.e., [R6G] > 0.1 nM),
Ag30R2 was found to yield the greatest enhancement of the R6G SERRS signal (SEF
equal to 2.0 x 106); however, at SM resonance conditions, in which AgNP concentration
plays a minute role, Ag50R give rise to the largest SEF values (SEF of 2.5 x 1010). It
should be noted, that although the increased signal generated by using Ag50R in the SM40

SERRS measurements, the SEF for all substrates (6.7 x 108, 2.5 x 1010, and 1.2 x 1010 for
ORI, Ag50R, and Ag30R2, respectively) were well above the values required for SM
detection events as reported in the literature (SEF of ~ 107 to 108).3,6,34 The values
obtained from SEF calculations support two final conclusions: (1) the increased λmax of
the LSPR decreases the excitation wavelength-LSPR energy gap and results in
significantly higher EM enhancement, and (2) an increased concentration of AgNPs (and
thus, increased surface area for analyte absorption) within a SE(R)RS sample can result
in higher EFs, especially if the analyte of interest contains a suitable resonance that
coincides within the spectral bandwidth of the excitation source (e.g., the SEF obtained
for Ag30R2 as compared to Ag50R in resonance conditions). If, however, AgNPs are
utilized in resonance detection schemes where differences in nanosilver concentrations
are not significant (i.e., at low analyte concentrations or similar total surface area for
analyte absorption), a larger EM enhancement will lead to increased analyte signals. This
conclusion makes quantitative sense, as only at similar AgNP content or SM
concentrations of R6G was the increased benefit of larger AgNP size (e.g., greater EM
enhancement) realized for Ag50R.
Conclusion
A modified three-step TFF process was employed in order to boost the SE(R)RSbased sensing capabilities of Creighton colloidal AgNPs. TFF significantly increased the
concentration, purity, and size homogeneity of the colloidal AgNPs, without inducing
flocculation. SE(R)RS analysis of the three TFF samples utilized in this study, ORI,
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Ag50R, and Ag30R2, demonstrated that NP size and concentration can play significant
roles in SE(R)RS enhancement. Furthermore, it was found that increased AgNP size
leads to greater signal enhancements in both pre-resonant and SM resonance conditions.
However, the benefits of increased AgNP size are surpassed at relatively high analyte
concentrations under resonance excitation, in which higher statistical amounts of
monolayer-covered AgNPs are responsible for the observed signal enhancements.
Therefore, we conclude that TFF can be utilized as an inexpensive, chemical-free
technique to specifically tailor AgNP size and concentration in order to lead to higher
Raman signals and lower detection limits for a variety of chemical and biological
SE(R)RS-based sensing applications.
Supporting Information
Additional details regarding AgNP synthesis and characterization, the
three-step TFF procedure, SERS and SERRS spectra at all R6G concentrations, laser
focal volume estimations and fluorescence-based R6G:AgNP absorption calculations.
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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3.1

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHEMICAL FREE MANIPULATION OF

COLLOIDAL SILVER NANOPARTICLE SIZE, CONCENTRATION, AND PURITY FOR
INCREASED SERS, SERRS, AND SM-SERRS SIGNALS
Kevin M. Dorney, Joshua D. Baker, Seth W. Brittle, Trevor M. Bobka, Austin J.
Williams, Matthew O’Malley, and Ioana E. P. Sizemore

Abbreviations
HCl:HNO3 – aqua regia, HNO3 – nitric acid, HQ H2O – high quality water, KBr –
potassium bromide, SE(R)RS – surface-enhanced (resonance) Raman spectroscopy, SMSERRS – single-molecule surface-enhanced resonance Raman spectroscopy
Tangential Flow Filtration (TFF) of Creighton Silver Nanoparticles (AgNPs)
A three-step TFF procedure was employed to size-select and concentrate a large
volume of moderately polydisperse Creighton colloidal AgNPs. (1) The bulk, original
colloid (ORI) was first fractionated using a 50 nm polysulfone hollow fiber filter module
(Spectrum Labs, Inc.), yielding a concentrated retentate (Ag50R) and a dilute filtrate
(Ag50F). (2) The Ag50F was then purified and concentrated via a polyethersulfone filter
module with a pore diameter of 30 kDa (~ 5-6 nm). Small aliquots of the filtrate
(Ag30F1) and retentate (Ag30R1) were collected for further analysis. (3) The Ag30R1
was ultraconcentrated (Ag30R2) using a second 30 kDa filter module to remove excess
solvent (Ag30F2). Filter membranes were cleaned with a dilute solution (10% v/v) of
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HCl:HNO3 for 10 minutes before and after each filtration step in order to remove possible
chemisorbed AgNPs. The entire TFF scheme is represented in Figure S1.
Original Colloid (ORI)
Vol. = 3.85 L
Conc. = 10.1(4) µg mL-1
50 nm Polysulfone Filter
(S.A. 390 cm2)

50 nm Retentate (Ag50R)
Vol. = 50 mL
Conc. = 106.8(9) µg mL-1

50 nm Filtrate (Ag50F)
Vol. = 3.8 L
Conc. = 8.1(1) µg mL-1

30 kDa Polyethersulfone
Filter (S.A. 870 cm2)

30 kDa Retentate (Ag30R1)
Vol. = 50 mL
Conc. = 107.8(3.4) µg mL-1

30 kDa Filtrate (Ag30F1)
Vol. = 3.75 L
Conc. = 0.52(1) µg mL-1

30 kDa Polyethersulfone
Filter (S.A. 20 cm2)

30 kDa Retentate (Ag30R2)
Vol. = 10 mL
Conc. = 899.9(6.1) µg mL-1

30 kDa Filtrate (Ag30F2)
Vol. = 40 mL
Conc. = 0.57(2) µg mL-1

Figure S1. Flow chart for the three-step TFF procedure. Visual inspections are shown for
the colloidal TFF products that were utilized in the SE(R)RS spectral analysis. S.A. is the
filter membrane surface area. Standard deviations in the ICP-OES concentrations are
reported parenthetically.
Inductively Couple Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES)
Measurements
A sequential Varian 710-ES ICP-OES (Agilent Technologies) was utilized to
quantify the amount of nanosilver and sodium, a by-product of the synthetic reaction, in
each of the TFF-obtained samples. The ICP-OES instrument was equipped with a quartz
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torch in the axial viewing position and was fed compressed liquid argon. The operating
conditions were set to the following: wavelength - 328.068 nm for silver, radio-frequency
power - 1.20 kW, plasma flow - 15.0 L min-1, auxiliary flow - 1.50 L min-1, and nebulizer
pressure - 200 kPa. Each sample was measured in triplicate using a replicate acquisition
time of 15 s, a between-measurement stabilization time of 40 s, and a sample uptake
delay of 45 s.
A trace metal grade ICP-OES silver standard (1.00 × 103 µg mL-1) was purchased
from Ultrascientific and utilized to prepare six Ag+ standards of 0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125,
and 150 µg L-1. Likewise, seven sodium standards of 0, 100, 200, 400, 500, 600, 800, and
1,000 µg L-1 were produced using a trace metal grade ICP-OES Na+ standard (1.00 × 103
µg mL-1, Ultrascientific). Standards were prepared in a 2% HNO3 matrix (Optima grade,
Fischer) to prevent silver leeching and to increase stability. Samples were prepared from
each TFF-obtained colloid by chemically digesting a small aliquot in 70% HNO3
(Optima), followed by dilution and storage in 2% HNO3. Samples were measured in
triplicate and averaged before interpolating the concentration values. The results of the
ICP-OES analysis are shown in Figures S1 and S2 and Table S1 for three independent
TFF separation procedures.
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A

B

Figure S2. ICP-OES external calibration functions obtained for A) silver and B) sodium
standard solutions.
Table S1. Silver and Sodium Content for each TFF-Obtained Colloid Determined via
ICP-OES
Colloid Sample

Total Ag+ (µg mL-1)a

Total Na+ (µg mL-1)

Original Colloid (ORI)

10.1 ± 0.4

40.5 ± 9.8

50 nm Retentate (Ag50R)

106.8 ± 0.9

15.4 ± 1.8

50 nm Filtrate (Ag50F)

8.1 ± 0.1

41.1 ± 7.4

1st 30 kDa Retentate (Ag30R1)

107.8 ± 3.4

28.1 ± 2.1

1st 30 kDa Filtrate (Ag30F1)

0.52 ± 0.01

36.9 ± 10.3

2nd 30 kDa Retentate (Ag30R2)

899.9 ± 6.1

18.6 ± 1.4

2nd 30 kDa Filtrate (Ag30F2)

0.57 ± 0.02

28.7 ± 6.1

a

The total silver content was determined after diluting the TFF colloids to concentrations
consistent with the lowest yield of the three separation processes.
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Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) Image Analysis
Electron micrographs were analyzed in ImageJ® 1.46R (National Institute of
Health) software, where one particle was defined as a complete and enclosed perimeter.
Given the resolution of the TEM micrographs, an area threshold value was imposed at 1.0
nm2 for all area calculations. The AgNP diameters were extrapolated by defining the
AgNP area as the area of a circle, A = πr2. The diameter measurements of the AgNPs
were then exported into OriginPro 8.5 (OriginLab Corp.) software and a TEM size
histogram was constructed for each sample. The percent of total AgNPs was plotted as a
function of the diameter size bin.
Preparation of SE(R)RS Rhodamine 6G (R6G) Samples
An aqueous stock solution of 10-3 M of R6G (Fisher Scientific, pure, CAS#98938-8) was prepared in HQ H2O (> 18 MΩ cm). R6G solutions of 10-5 M – 10-14 M were
prepared for SE(R)RS measurements through serial dilutions from the R6G stock
solutions, and the concentration of each solution was confirmed spectrophotometrically
via the resonant absorption at 530 nm. Each SE(R)RS sample was prepared by adding
400 µL of the R6G solution, 2 mL of AgNPs, 1.4 mL of HQ H2O, and 200 µL of aqueous
1.0 M KBr [1]. For example, a solution of R6G at a concentration of 10-10 M was
employed for the preparation of a SERRS sample containing 10-11 M of R6G. Samples
were allowed to incubate for 24 hours at room temperature before spectral analysis, in
order to ensure the formation of SE(R)RS-active “hot-spots”. SERS and SERRS samples
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were prepared separately to prevent any carry-over effects of photo-induced degradation
of R6G between sample measurements [2].
Cleaning Procedures for SM Detection Events
In aqueous solutions near a neutral pH, R6G acts as a cationic dye species due to
a positively charged imine bond. The positive charge results in an adsorption equilibrium
between the negatively charged AgNPs and the partially negatively charged silicon
dioxide groups on the cuvette walls [1]. The adsorption equilibrium is typically
unimportant for most SE(R)RS investigations; however, under resonance excitation, the
presence of R6G in samples with very little or no R6G added displayed vibrationally rich
spectra. The adsorption of R6G onto cuvette walls resulted in consistent intensity signals
comparable to a sample of 1 nM of R6G. Therefore, extensive cleaning procedures were
employed to remove any R6G physically adsorbed on to the walls of the cuvette.
Substrate “blanks” (i.e., SE(R)RS samples containing only AgNPs and KBr) were
analyzed in between each SERRS and SM-SERRS sample in order to determine the
presence of R6G cross-over. Once R6G was detected in the blank spectra, cuvettes were
thoroughly rinsed with ethanol and heated to 500 °C for 24 hours. Following thermal
degradation of R6G, cuvettes were placed in a 3:1 v/v HCl:HNO3 solution for one hour,
followed by thorough washing with HQ H2O and storage in ethanol. Blank SE(R)RS
samples were again analyzed in the cleaned cuvette to confirm the complete removal of
R6G.
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SE(R)RS Spectra of R6G:AgNP Samples
The SE(R)RS spectrum of R6G in each of the AgNP samples was recorded in a
concentration dependent manner in order to accurately determine the effects of AgNP
size and concentration, as well as excitation wavelength on the SE(R)RS signal
enhancements. Samples with R6G concentrations ranging from 10-6 M to 10-9 M were
utilized in the SERS measurements, while SERRS measurements were performed on
samples ranging from 10-8 M to 10-15 M R6G. In both excitation conditions, the
R6G:AgNPs ratio was well below 3:1, thus, avoiding any deviations in calculated SEFs
due to the saturation of the R6G SE(R)RS spectrum [3]. The SERS, SERRS, and SMSERRS spectra of R6G in each of the AgNP samples utilized in this study are presented
in Figures S3, S4, and S5, respectively.
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A)

B)

C)

Figure S3. SERS spectra of R6G under 632.8 nm excitation in the concentration range of 10-6 M – 10-9 M. (A) ORI,
(B) Ag50R, (C) Ag30R2. Spectra are unaltered aside from an intensity axis off-set for clarity
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A)

B)

C)

Figure S4. SERRS spectra of R6G (10-8 M – 10-10 M) using 532.1 nm excitation for (A) ORI, (B) Ag50R, (C) Ag30R2.
Spectra are unaltered aside from an intensity axis off-set for clarity.
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A)

B)

C)

Figure S5. SMSERRS spectra of R6G in the single molecule regime (10-11 M – 10-15 M) using resonant excitation
(532.1 nm). Spectra are baseline corrected and possess an intensity-axis off set for clarity.
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Percentage of R6G Adsorbed onto AgNPs in SE(R)RS Samples
The fluorescence emission of R6G is readily quenched when R6G molecules are
chemisorbed to AgNPs. Thus, differential fluorescence spectrophotometry can estimate
the amount of R6G bound to AgNPs in suspension [4]. The fluorescence emission of
aqueous R6G was recorded using a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer
(Agilent Technologies, Inc.) at 530 nm excitation and 545 nm emission. Aqueous stock
solutions of 10-6 M – 10-8 M of R6G were prepared and analyzed for overall emission
intensity. SE(R)RS samples of the same concentrations were prepared and allowed to
incubate in the absence of light, for 24 hours, prior to the fluorescence analysis, in order
to ensure complete AgNP deposition to the bottom of the sample vials. Following
incubation, samples were centrifuged at 7.8 x 103 g for 1 hour, the resulting supernatant
was extracted and analyzed for the fluorescence emission of R6G. In addition, SE(R)RS
samples were prepared by using Ag50R and Ag30R2 colloids of a nanosilver
concentration equal to that of ORI in order to determine concentration dependent
absorption behavior.
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Figure S6. Representative fluorescence emission spectra of a bulk solution of R6G and
SE(R)RS samples at a concentration of 10-8 M of R6G. Inset shows the expanded
emission region of the supernatant of the SE(R)RS samples.
The difference in fluorescence intensities between the bulk solution and SE(R)RS
supernatant is directly related to the amount of R6G adsorbed on the AgNPs, as the
supernatant contains only unbound R6G molecules. The concentration of R6G on the
surface of the negatively-charged AgNPs is given by the ratio of the fluorescent
intensities
𝐶!!!,!"#$  !"#$%&' =    𝐶!!!,!"#$ 1 −

!!!!,!" ! !"  !"#$%&'('&(
!!!!,!"#$

[1]

where C is the concentration of R6G and I is the fluorescence intensity of the R6G in the
bulk solution or SE(R)RS sample. The largest percent of AgNP-absorbed R6G was
observed for the Ag30R2 samples at all concentrations due to the higher total surface area
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available for adsorption (Table S2). The fluorescence of R6G was undetectable in stock
solutions at 10-9 M or lower; therefore, the percent of R6G molecules adsorbed at 10-8 M
in the SE(R)RS samples was utilized during SEF calculations from 10-9 M – 10-15 M.
This serves as an underestimate of the true amount of adsorbed R6G because the surface
coverage of AgNPs would saturate for [R6G] << [AgNPs].
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Table S2. Fluorescence Emission Data and Calculated Adsorption Ratios of R6G in
SE(R)RS Samples
Substrate

ORI
Ag50R
Ag30R2
c

Ag50R

c

Ag30R

CR6G, Bulk
(M)
1 × 10-6

IR6G, Bulk
(a.u.)a
663

IR6G, SE(R)RS
(a.u.)a
162

% Absorbed R6Gb

1 × 10

-7

340

62

82.4 ± 0.3

1 × 10-8

182

29

84.1 ± 0.1

1 × 10-6

663

60

91.2 ± 1.1

1 × 10-7

340

29

92.4 ± 1.4

1 × 10-8

182

6

93.7 ± 1.2

1 × 10-6

663

127

92.1 ± 0.4

1 × 10-7

340

43

92.9 ± 5.0

1 × 10-8

182

10

95.9 ± 1.4

1 × 10-6

442

156

62.4 ± 2.0

1 × 10-7

260

97

64.4 ± 1.7

1 × 10-8

70

16

74.0 ± 3.2

1 × 10-6

442

135

67.1 ± 2.4

1 × 10-7

260

51

77.0 ± 1.7

1 × 10-8

70

9

83.6 ± 3.6

77.8 ± 2.2

a

Representative fluorescence emission data for one group of TFF-fractionated colloids.
Average R6G absorption ratio for three different TFF separation experiments.
c
Diluted to match the AgNP concentration of ORI at 10.1 µg mL-1
b

Number of Bulk AgNPs and R6G:AgNP Complexes within the Laser Focal Volumes
The results of the TEM and ICP-OES analyses provided corroborating data that
allowed for the extrapolation of the geometric properties of AgNPs. Most notably, the
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concentration of nanosilver, average diameter of AgNPs, and volume of the ORI, Ag50R,
and Ag30R2 faciliated the extrapolation of the number of AgNPs in each SE(R)RS
sample using simple stoichiometry. If the atomic radius of silver is known [5] and the
AgNPs are predominately spherical (as is the case in the Creighton synthesis), the
number of AgNPs within the SE(R)RS sample can be readily calculated. An example
calculation for the Ag50R sample is provided.
!

𝑉!"#$%&  !"#$ = ! ∙   𝜋   ∙ 1.05  ×  10!!   𝑚
!

!

𝑉!"#$%&  !"#$%& =    !    ∙   𝜋   ∙    1.6  ×  10!!" 𝑚
!.!"  ×  !"!!"   !!

𝑁!"  !"#$%  !"#  !"#$ =    !.!"  ×  !"!!"   !! =
𝑁!"#$%,!"

! !"  

=   

!"#.!  !"  !"
!  !

!.!""  ×  !"!" !"  !"#$%
!"#

!  !

= 4.25×10!!"   𝑚!

[2]

!

[3]

= 1.72  ×  10!!" 𝑚!

!"#,!"#  !"  !"#$%
!"#$

[4]

!  !"#  !"

×  0.06  𝐿  × !"""  !" × !"#.!"!#  !  !"
!  !"#$

× !"#,!"#  !"  !"#$% ×

!.!!"  !!" ! !"
!.!"  !!"#$

=    4.81  ×  10!" 𝐴𝑔𝑁𝑃𝑠

Similar calculations were performed for the ORI and Ag30R2. The results are
summarized in Table S3 along with the number of R6G molecules and [R6G]:[AgNP]
molar concentration ratio in the most concentrated sample utilized in this study.
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[5]

Table S3. Number of AgNPs and R6G molecules present on AgNP surface in the SERS
samples at the highest concentration of R6Ga
SE(R)RS Substrate

Number of AgNPs

Number of R6G Moleculesa

[R6G]:[AgNP]

ORI

1.58 × 1012

7.96 × 1015

1.2 × 10-2

Ag50R

4.81 × 1012

5.48 × 1017

1.0 × 10-3

Ag30R2

1.73 × 1014

4.87 × 1017

1.2 × 10-4

a

For the concentration of R6G molecules absorbed onto AgNPs in the SERS sample at

10-6 M.
A further extension of the treatment presented in Eqs. 1 – 5 can be utilized to
determine the total surface available in the SE(R)RS samples for analyte adsorption. The
surface area (S.A.) of a single AgNP can be easily calculated using known geometric
arguments and the observed TEM diameters, namely by assuming that the all AgNPs are
spherical or nearly spherical (i.e., aspect ratios of 1 – 1.2). The S.A. per AgNP and the
total S.A. within each SE(R)RS sample are presented in Table S4.
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Table S4. Surface areas (S.A.) for a single AgNP and all AgNPs in the SE(R)RS samples

a

TFF Product

S.A. Single AgNP (m2)

S.A. SE(R)RS Sample (m2)

ORI

5.64 x 10-16

8.92 x 10-4

Ag50R

1.27 x 10-15

6.1 x 10-3

Ag30R2

4.83 x 10-16

2.50

Ag50Ra

1.27 x 10-15

5.94 x 10-4

Ag30R2a

4.83 x 10-16

9.64 x 10-4

Diluted to match the concentration of ORI at 10.1 µg mL-1.
Optical diffraction theory allows for an estimation of the focal volume for a given

laser source passing through a focus lens [6,7]:
𝐹. 𝑉. =   𝜋   ∙   

!.!!! !
!!"

∙   

!!
!"!

[6]

where λ is the excitation wavelength in meters and NA is the numerical aperture of the
objective lens (0.5 for the 50X Olympus objective utilized in the SE(R)RS
measurements). Using the two excitation wavelengths in this study (632.8 nm and 532.1
nm), the focal volumes were estimated to be 1.9 x 10-14 L and 1.13 x 10-14 L, respectively.
Lastly, the total number of AgNPs that are present within the laser focal volume for each
SE(R)RS sample can be statistically estimated via the following formula:
𝐴𝑔𝑁𝑃𝑠!" =

!!"#$%,!" ! !"
   ∙    𝑉!" (𝐿)
!!" ! !" (!)

[7]

where N is the number of AgNPs within the SE(R)RS sample and V is the volume of the
SE(R)RS sample and the laser focus, VSE(R)RS and VFV, respectively. The number of
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AgNPs and R6G molecules located within the focal volume for each excitation
wavelength are summarized in Table S5. The results clearly indicate a large number of
AgNPs compared to R6G molecules in the SM-SERRS measurements, thus the
concentration of AgNPs becomes negligible in this regime because only R6G:AgNP
complexes would give rise to SERRS spectra.
Table S5. Estimated number of AgNPs and R6G molecules within the laser focal volume
for SERS and SERRS measurements
SERS (λex = 632.8 nm)

SERRS (λex = 532.1 nm)

ORI

~ 15

~9

Ag50R

~ 46

~ 27

Ag30R2

~ 1637

~ 973

R6G

~ 1a

~ 1b

Calculated for samples containing a1.0 x 10-10 and b5.0 x 10-10 M of R6G molecules
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Graphical Abstract

Abstract
Numerous nanoparticle (NP) fabrication methodologies employ “bottom-up”
syntheses, which may result in heterogeneous mixtures of NPs or may require toxic
capping agents to reduce NP polydispersity. Tangential flow filtration (TFF) is an
alternative “green” technique for the purification, concentration and size-selection of
polydisperse NP suspensions or colloids, in that it allows for real-time analysis and
reduces the usage of additional solvent and post-synthetic reagents. Upper-division
undergraduate and graduate students in materials engineering and chemistry successfully
applied a three-step TFF process to reduce the polydispersity of Creighton colloidal silver
nanoparticles (AgNPs). UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy in conjunction with the
Lambert-Beer law and Mie’s solutions to the Maxwell equations were employed to
rapidly estimate the concentration and size of nanosilv3er in each TFF-fractionated
colloidal sample using the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of AgNPs. A
thorough emphasis on “green” nanochemistry and its underlying principles were also
provided to educate the next generation of conscious nanochemists and nanoengineers for
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the ever-expanding nanosectors. The overall laboratory experience was perceived as
intellectually stimulating, and was highly rated in the student evaluations. Furthermore,
the interdisciplinary reach of nanoscience allows for this experiment to be implemented
in a wide variety of upper-level chemistry, materials, and nanotechnology courses.
Keywords
Upper-Division Undergraduate • Graduate Education/Research • Interdisciplinary /
Multidisciplinary •Laboratory Instruction • Hands-On Learning / Manipulatives •
Nanotechnology • Green Chemistry

Introduction
Since the implementation of the National Nanotechnology Initiative in 2000, the
nanotechnology and nanoscience areas have experienced exponential growth worldwide.
It is estimated that by 2020, the nanosector will employ approximately 6 million workers
and will contribute up to 3 trillion U.S. dollars to the global economy.1 The dramatic
increase in nanoscale manufacturing and research will need to be accompanied by an
equal interest in the potential impacts of nanomaterials on the natural environment and
public health.2 Thus, the job market will require conscious, technical personnel trained in
nanotechnology and nanoscience at various levels. In order to meet this workforce
demand, a novel laboratory experiment was developed and successfully implemented for
upper-level undergraduate and graduate students in an Experimental Nanomaterials and
Nanoscience course. The main goal of this laboratory experiment was to introduce
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chemistry, physics and engineering students to the tangential flow filtration (TFF)
method for the “green” manipulation of colloidal nanoparticles (NPs). In this context,
students also gained further knowledge of the principles of “green” chemistry, the
Lambert-Beer law, and Mie’s solutions to Maxwell’s equations for the rapid estimation
of NP concentration and size pre- and post-filtration.
Nanomaterials find a myriad of applications in renewable energy3, plasmonics4,5,
pharmaceuticals6,7, catalysis5,8,9, surface science10,11, and consumer-based products.12
This wide range of uses emerge from the nanosize dimensions of such materials, which
can manifest as beneficial properties, very different from the bulk state.13 Thus, highly
specific size control is vital in nearly every nanomaterial application.14,15 For example,
the size-dependence of the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of silver
nanoparticles (AgNPs) plays a key role in surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy-based
detection16 and optoelectronics17 applications.
A laboratory experiment was recently proposed to familiarize first-year chemistry
students with the wet-chemistry synthesis of size-controlled silver nanoprisms using
“capping agents”.18 Although successful and educative, such “bottom-up” fabrication
methods may increase experimental duration, cost, toxicity, and the probability for
accidental chemical exposure.19 In order to overcome these limitations, TFF was recently
employed as an alternative, “green” route for the effective size control of colloidal
AgNPs with minimal aggregation and damage.20,21 In addition, TFF can purify AgNP
suspensions by eliminating excess reagents and byproducts,22 and can significantly
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increase AgNP concentration by removing the solvent. In this laboratory experiment,
students filtered widely used Creighton23 colloidal AgNPs in a three-step process using a
commercial and an in-house built TFF system (Figure 1A). This “green” manipulation
helps reduce the environmental impacts of nanomaterials, while developing the next
generation of conscious nanochemists and nanoengineers.
]
Experimental Overview
Upper-division undergraduate and graduate students were introduced to the
“green” TFF process of manipulating the size distribution, concentration, and purity of a
large batch of Creighton colloidal AgNPs. A 1-hr lecture was given to students before
beginning the experiment to introduce the fundamental concepts of “green”
nanochemistry, dynamic filtration, and the optical phenomenon associated with metallic
NPs in a colloidal matrix. Working in small groups (i.e. 4 at the most), students
assembled either and in-house or commercial grade TFF-system and subjected a 1.0 L
volume of a pre-synthesized sol of Creighton AgNPs to a three-step filtration process
using hollow fiber (HF) TFF membranes. The resulting TFF-obtained colloids were
subjected to ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS) absorption spectroscopy to quantify the LSPR
extinction peak profile. The Lambert-Beer law and Mie’s solution to the Maxwell
equations were utilized to rapidly estimate the nanosilver concentration and average
diameter of each TFF product from peak parameters of the LSPR absorption profile.
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Chemicals
All chemicals utilized in this laboratory experiment were purchased from Fisher
Scientific, and were used without further modification (c.f. Supporting Information).
Creighton colloidal AgNPs were synthesized in advance of the experiment by the TA via
reduction of silver nitrate, AgNO3, by sodium borohydride, NaBH4 (see Notes for
Instructors in the S.I.). High purity water (> 18 MΩ cm) was utilized as solvent
throughout this experiment.

Figure 1. A) Top to Bottom: KrosFlo Research IIi commercial (Spectrum Labs, Inc.) and
in-house built TFF systems utilized in this laboratory. B) Schematic depicting the
experimental setup and the dynamic filtration process occurring within a filter module.
Dark and light blue circles represent AgNPs with a larger and smaller diameter than the
pore size of the filter, respectively (sizes exaggerated for clarity). The asterisk represents
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a flow stop clamp, which is necessary to prevent backflow into the system during
retentate collection. For simplicity, only one hollow fiber is shown.

“Green” Tangential Flow Filtration (TFF) of Creighton Colloidal AgNPs
In comparison with traditional filtration methods, TFF is a separation technique
that operates through the tangential recirculation of a solution, colloid or suspension
across a porous membrane under pressure (Figure 1B).19 During each pass of the feed
fluid through the filter, dissolved components or particulates in the sample, which are
smaller than the membrane pores, are forced to pass through the filter together with the
solvent by the applied pressure (i.e., filtrate or permeate). The larger constituents are
swept along with the cross flow of the fluid (i.e., retentate or concentration), and are
reintroduced into the circulation tubing. The advantages of TFF arise from continuous
flow dynamics; an aspect that manifests as improved permeation rates, less membrane
fouling, and increased longevity of filter modules.25, 26
Although a TFF system can be bought commercially or built in-house with a wide
range of peristaltic pump drives, the choice of membrane utilized during the filtration
process is perhaps the most crucial element to ensure a successful filtration. Suitable
membranes for a TFF procedure can be cast from a variety of polymers (e.g., polysulfone
(PS), polyethersulfone (PES), and regenerated cellulose) and can vary in module design
(e.g., spiral wound, hollow fiber, HF, and flat disk) to fit a wide range of nanomaterials.
The HF modules utilized in this experiment contain a circular array of individual
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membrane tubules with internal diameters of ~ 1 mm, while the length and number of
individual tubules varies depending on the desired surface area. In a hollow fiber filter
module, the feed fluid is passed into the lumen of the membrane tubules and the
hydrodynamic pressure forces the filtrate into the extramembrane space within the
modular case. This particular module design was found to be ideal for nanomaterials
processing as HF membranes result in significantly lower shear at high cross-flow rates,
which is a vital aspect necessary to prevent alterations in NP geometry during filtration
while concurrently decreasing experimental duration for a 3-hr laboratory. Furthermore,
this type of filters was found to lead to higher NP concentration yields and retain
membrane integrity, ensuring high efficacy and reproducibility for a continuing annual
laboratory course.
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Figure 2. A) Proposed flow chart for the three-step TFF manipulation of Creighton
colloidal AgNPs. Images of the vials containing aliquot samples are provided for each
step. Class average student results for nanosilver concentrations and average diameters
are provided for colloidal samples that exhibited detectable LSPR absorption. B) UV-VIS
absorption spectra and TEM micrographs (scale bar = 100 nm) illustrating concentration,
size and aggregation state of representative AgNP samples.

In this experiment, the Creighton colloid of AgNPs was fractionated in a threestep TFF process using hollow fiber (HF) filters (Figure 1A), namely one 50 nm pore size
PS module (surface area, S.A., of 390 cm2, ~50 nm in diameter), and two PES modules of
30 kD dimensions (S.A. 860 cm2 and S.A. 20 cm2, ~5-6 nm pore sizes). First, students
fractionated 1 L of original Creighton colloid (Ori) using the 50 nm filter by passing the
entire 1.0 L through the assembled TFF system while continuously collecting the filtrate
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from the exiting port of the HF extra-membrane chamber. The retentate was then
collected by removing the stopper on the retentate collection valve, and pumping the
concentrated NP colloid contained within the filtration tubing into a small collection flask
(c.f Figure 1B). This resulted in 50 mL of retentate and 0.95 L of filtrate (Figure 2A). The
50 nm filtrate was then passed through the 30 kD dimension filter of larger surface area,
yielding a significantly concentrated, size-selected and purified sample (50 mL of 30 kD
retentate) and a very dilute filtrate in the same manner as for the 50 nm PS filter. Further
concentration and purification (10 mL of 30 kD retentate) was achieved by passing the
first 30 kD retentate through the second 30 kD dimension module of smaller surface area.
An aliquot sample was collected at each filtration step for further UV-VIS absorption
spectroscopy measurements according to the scheme proposed in Figure 2.
Hazards
The toxicity of AgNPs is still of intense investigation; thus, care should be
utilized when handling any NPs, particularly the concentrated colloids following each
filtration step. Diligence should be exercised when assembling the filtration apparatus as
leaks or improper connections can increase the risk of accidental exposure to AgNPs.
Furthermore, the synthesis of the Creighton colloid requires energy expensive reagents
that carry the potential for additional hazards during laboratory preparation (Supporting
Information). However, NP colloids reduced and stabilized by less hazardous reagents
(e.g., trisodium citrate, ascorbic acid, polyvinyl alcohol, etc.) albeit at increased synthetic
difficulty and NP polydispersity.
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Optical Activity of TFF-Fractionated AgNPs
In the presence of uniform, low intensity optical fields, noble metal nanomaterials
with at least one dimension much smaller than the wavelength of incident light exhibit a
large extinction in the UV-VIS spectral range. This large extinction is the result of the
collective displacement of the negatively charged electron “surface” relative to the
predominantly positive nuclear framework. The collective oscillation is known as
“surface plasmon,” and the resonant absorption of light occurs when the imaginary part
of the dielectric function of the material is equal to twice the refractive index of the
surrounding medium.27 The resulting absorption can be very intense due to quantum
confinement of Fermi electrons, thus, generating the familiar LSPR effect.27 In the case
of a Creighton colloid of AgNPs, the incident light experiences a large extinction at ca.
400 nm due to the resonant absorption of the LSPR.
The profile of the LSPR peak in the UV-VIS absorption spectrum (Figure 2B)
allows for the rough estimation of the size, shape, amount, and aggregation state of
AgNPs.16 Consequently, students analyzed the LSPR peak and employed the LambertBeer law and Mie’s solutions to Maxwell’s equations16,28 to obtain semi-quantitative,
structural information about AgNPs in each TFF colloid (see Supporting Information).
For example, students learned that the Mie’s solutions to Maxwell’s equations provides
an exact expression for the extinction of scattered light by an arbitrary, uniform sphere of
a diameter, D:
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where Vf is the velocity of electrons at the Fermi level (i.e., valence band) of silver (1.39
x 106 m s-1),16 c is the speed of light in m s-1, ω is the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the LSPR peak (nm), and λmax is the LSPR absorption maximum.27
Results
The class average (i.e., from both the in-house and commercial TFF systems)
estimated amounts of nanosilver, along with the average diameter of AgNPs, are given in
Figure 2A for each representative TFF suspension. The single, sharp LSPR peak is
indicative of a colloid containing a large number of small, spherical AgNPs of moderate
aggregation and size distribution.16, 23 However, the presence of other AgNP shapes may
not be excluded. The Lambert-Beer law calculations (Supporting Information) showed
that the proposed TFF procedure resulted in an increased concentration of nanosilver
within each retentate sample without altering the surface geometry or inducing
flocculation of AgNPs (Figure 2). Specifically, the 50 nm and final 30 kD retentates
contained nearly four and twelve times the amount of AgNPs within the Ori colloid,
respectively. Mie’s solution calculations further confirmed that the TFF-based sizeselection of AgNPs was successful. The AgNP average diameter of the 50 nm and final
30 kD retentates increased by 1.5 nm and decreased by 1.7 nm, respectively, compared to
the original Creighton colloid (Ori, 3.3 nm) (Figure 2A). Additionally, a red and blue
shift, respectively, were observed in the LSPR absorption maximum of the two retentates
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(Figure 2B). Further TFF improvements in the size-selection and concentration of AgNPs
could be obtained by utilizing additional hollow fiber membranes and larger volumes of
colloids, respectively. For example, we recently demonstrated that 4 L of Creighton
colloid (15.2 µg mL-1 of nanosilver) can be concentrated down to 4 mL of retentate
(9,333.3 µg mL-1 of nanosilver) using brand new hollow fiber filter modules of 50 nm
and 100 kD.21 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements from similar TFF
research studies20,21,29 indicated that the size-selection capabilities can be further
augmented using hydrophobic or charged membranes. For example, the size distribution
of Ori can be reduced from 1-141 nm to 1-60 nm using hydrophobic hollow fiber
membranes of 50 nm and 100 kD dimensions.20 Thus, this laboratory experiment could
be easily modified to obtain remarkable yields, if more than one laboratory time period
and suitable membrane filters are available for the TFF process of larger colloidal
volumes of NPs.
Discussion
Although UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy allowed for the rapid, facile and
inexpensive characterization of AgNP properties, it also had some limitations. The
analysis of the LSPR peak underestimated the actual concentration and average diameter
of AgNPs in each TFF suspension.16 Such limitations may be easily overcome by
employing ultrasensitive but also more time consuming, complex and often expensive
techniques such as flame atomic absorption spectroscopy (FAAS) and TEM. For example,
the actual concentration and average diameter of AgNPs in Ori was determined to be 14.2
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µg mL-1 and 13.4 nm by FAAS and TEM, respectively (Table S2). These values closely
agree with the ones reported in the literature for Creighton colloids.16,23 The FAAS and
TEM data were acquired post-laboratory by the graduate teaching assistant (see S.I.). The
results of these measurements were greater (on average by 51%) and had smaller
deviations (i.e., 46-fold increase in precision) than those estimated by UV-VIS absorption
spectroscopy. In addition, no AgNPs could be detected in the 30 kD filtrate samples via
the UV-VIS method employed in this laboratory, but it was observed in FAAS and TEM
measurements (Supporting Information). The discrepancies between the LSPR-estimated
and the actual values of the concentration and average diameter of AgNPs are primarily
due to the lower sensitivity of the UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy method when
compared to FAAS and TEM.
Formative Assessment
In-class anonymous evaluations were performed throughout the course of the
experiment in order to assess students’ students’ ability to understand and to apply the
previously presented material to the experimental design and execution of the TFF
process. The anonymous evaluations were based upon a set of seven laboratory “skills”
such as Proper assembly of the TFF apparatus and Ability to accurately follow and apply
the proposed TFF scheme (c.f Table 1), which were vital for the successful completion of
the experiment. Student groups demonstrated very good laboratory practices, after a
thorough introduction to experimental methods and theory during a 1-hr pre-laboratory
recitation. Pre- and post-laboratory evaluations were anonymously administered to
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students in order to quantify the overall interest and enthusiasm for the proposed
experiment.
Table 1. Results of the formative assessment for two different class sections performing
the TFF experiment
Results of Student Assessmenta,b,c
Section Ad Section Bd Class Average

Type of Skill (S) or Question (Q)
S1: Proper assembly of the TFF apparatus
S2: Thorough understanding of the dynamic
TFF process
S3: Ability to accurately follow and apply
the proposed TFF scheme
S4: Proper collection of all TFF suspensions
S5: Correct determination of dilution factors
for UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy
measurements
S6: Proper operation of the UV-VIS
absorption spectrophotometer
S7: Application of “green” chemistry
principles to the TFF process

1.5 (6)

2.0 (5)

1.8 (8)

1.5 (0)

1.5 (6)

1.5 (6)

1.0 (3)

1.5 (5)

1.3 (6)

1.0 (0)

1.0 (0)

1.0 (0)

1.3 (0)

2.0 (5)

1.6 (5)

1.0 (0)

1.0 (0)

1.0 (0)

1.0 (3)

1.0 (0)

1.0 (3)

Q1: Overall interest prior to performing the
8.5 (1.7)
8.5 (1.9)
8.5 (9)
experiment
Q2: Overall interest after completing the
9.3 (7)
9.5 (5)
9.4 (6)
experiment
Q3: Overall experience in during the
8.9 (1.2)
9.0 (1.3)
8.9 (1.0)
laboratory experiment
Q4: Overall rating of the laboratory
9.1 (1.1)
9.2 (8)
9.2 (0.9)
experiment
a
Student scores for the skill assessment were based on a 3 point system: 1) Always
performing the skill, 2) Sometimes performing the skill, and 3) never performing the skill.
b
Students responses to the laboratory evaluation were based on a 10 pt scale, 1 being the
lowest and 10 being the highest.
c
Values in parentheses represent the standard deviation of student assessments and
responses.
d
Each section contained a total of eight students.
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The student evaluations, along with the answers to the pre- and post-laboratory
questions indicated a high overall interest, which increased following the completion of
the experiment (Table 1, rows Q1 and Q2). On a relative scale of 1-10 with 10 being the
highest, the overall interest and experience pre- and post-laboratory was 8.5 and 9.3,
respectively (Table 1, bold face). Overall, the students’ analysis of the TFF results along
with the laboratory evaluations indicated that the proposed laboratory experiment was
effective in stimulating intellectual interest in nanotechnology and successfully equipped
students with skill sets in “green” nanochemistry.

Supporting Information
Additional material for instructors, students, a description of the TEM and FAAS
measurements, experiment safety, expected laboratory outcomes, and methods to expand
the experiment for other nanoparticle colloids. This material is available via the Internet
at http://pubs.acs.org.
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4.1

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR TANGENTIAL FLOW FILTRATION OF COLLOIDAL

SILVER NANOPARTICLES: A “GREEN” LABORATORY EXPERIMENT FOR CHEMISTRY
AND ENGINEERING STUDENTS

Kevin M. Dorney, Joshua D. Baker, and Michelle L. Edwards, Sushil R. Kanel, Matthew
O’Malley and Ioana E. P. Sizemore*

Proposed procedure for a 3-hr laboratory experiment in chemistry and
nanotechnology- for students

Safety and Hazards
In order to minimize the potentiality of a laboratory accident, students should
receive instructions for chemical safety, personal protective equipment, and the proper
handling of nanomaterials. The toxicity of colloidal silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) is
currently under extensive scientific investigation so care should be exercised at all times
when handling any colloid. Laboratory goggles, coats, and gloves must be worn at all
times to prevent accidental exposure to concentrated AgNPs. Labeled nanomaterial waste
containers should be provided in the laboratory for the proper disposal of all AgNP
samples and solvents utilized during the filter membrane cleaning procedures.

Introduction
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Colloidal silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) have experienced an exponential increase
in scientific and industrial applications over the past decade. The meteoric rise of AgNPbased materials and products can be largely attributed to their unique optical, catalytic,
and antimicrobial properties, which differ significantly from the bulk state properties (1).
“Bottom-up” fabrication methods, in which NPs of 1-100 nm dimensions are assembled
from atomic and molecular “building blocks”, are among the most popular and
extensively used approaches. Often, “bottom-up” synthesis approaches produce final
AgNPs in a heterogeneous matrix (e.g., Creighton colloidal AgNPs) (2). The unique
properties of colloid AgNPs stem from their nanoscale dimensions, which can be greatly
enhanced by further purifying the colloids and reducing their heterogeneity. However,
chemical separation, isolation and purification methods (e.g., chromatography, filtration,
centrifugation, gel electrophoresis, etc.) may be accompanied by increased cost,
aggregation state, and experimental duration (3,4).
Recently, tangential flow filtration (TFF) proved to be an effective technique for
the concentration, purification, and fractionation (i.e., size-selection) of colloidal AgNPs,
having the potential to alleviate the above mentioned limitations (5). TFF operates on the
basic principle of hydrodynamic pressure (HP)-based filtration by tangentially
recirculating a solution/colloid across a porous membrane (i.e., flow parallel to the
membrane surface) (6). As the solution or colloid of NPs is continually fed across the
membrane, the HP pressure will force constituents that are smaller than the membrane
pores through the membrane barrier (i.e., permeate or filtrate). Larger components are
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then reintroduced into the circulation pathway to be continually filtered, resulting in a
more concentrated sample (i.e., concentrate or retentate). The continuous flow dynamics
of TFF offer significant advantages when compared to traditional filtration methods such
as dead-end filtration (i.e., normal flow filtration, NFF). A few examples include
increased apparatus lifetime, less membrane fouling, and improved efficiencies (6).
Additionally, the final TFF solutions/colloids are contained within mobile “slurry”, which
can greatly improve the application range of the homogeneous AgNPs that result from
this process.
The nanoscale properties of AgNPs (e.g., optical, catalytical, and antimicrobial)
have a direct dependence on the spatial dimensions, and as such, these properties can be
tailored to specific applications by controlling AgNP size, shape, and aggregation state
(7). TFF offers an alternative approach for the size and aggregation control of AgNPs
without involving the use of common capping reagents that might be potentially
hazardous to the environment (8). This aspect, along with the elimination of excess
reagents and byproducts during filtration, places the TFF method within the broadening
realms of “green” nanochemistry (9). For example, in this laboratory, the Creighton
synthesis of AgNPs will involve the aqueous reduction of silver nitrate by a hazardous
chemical, namely sodium borohydride (1.0 : 2.0 mM). This molar ratio was optimized
according to the literature to give a stable final colloid and to ensure the effective
reduction of Ag+ ions using minimal amounts of a hazardous reagent. During TFF, the
excess amounts of sodium borohydride and its byproducts may be eliminated to a large
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extent from the resulting AgNP colloid through a significant volume reduction of the
colloid (i.e., AgNP colloid concentration). Thus, “green” chemistry and the fundamental
principles governing its “green” practices are of vital importance in NP fabrication and
manipulation to ensure the elimination of hazardous chemicals from the colloids and a
minimum risk of accidental exposure. Additionally, the step-wise procedure of a TFF
process allows for the real-time analysis of constituent components, a key “green”
chemistry concept (9).
In this laboratory, a TFF system will be assembled and employed to fractionate,
concentrate, and purify a large volume (~ 1.0 L) of Creighton colloidal AgNPs (2). This
widely used synthetic approach is known to lead to the formation of spherical AgNPs of
moderate size distribution (mostly 1-100 nm) and aggregation. However, the presence of
other AgNP shapes may not be excluded. Aliquot samples will be collected at each step
in the TFF process and analyzed by using ultraviolet-visible absorption spectroscopy
(UV-VIS) to roughly estimate the average diameter and concentration degree of the
colloidal AgNPs. To achieve this, students will be introduced to the optical properties of
AgNPs (i.e., localized surface plasmon resonance, LSPR), the Lambert-Beer law, and the
Mie’s solution for the scattering of light by an arbitrary sphere. A set of pre- and postlaboratory questions will help assess students’ comprehension of the mentioned
theoretical aspects and their applicability to the TFF process of AgNP colloids.

Experimental Method
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Synthesis of Creighton AgNPs
The course instructor will provide a Creighton colloid of AgNPs (1.0 L) for the filtration
procedure. These AgNPs are synthesized through the reduction of 50 mL of a 1 mM
silver nitrate solution (AgNO3) via the drop wise addition to 300 mL of a 2 mM sodium
borohydride (NaBH4) solution at the temperature of ice. (2,10) Individual batches of the
Creighton colloid were then combined to achieve the necessary 1.0 L volume. This
“bottom-up” nanofabrication approach is widely used due to its simplicity, low cost,
stability, and relatively low amounts of post-synthetic byproducts. For a further
description of the reduction process, students should refer to reference 10 (Associated
Content).

Tangential flow filtration of Creighton colloidal AgNPs
In comparison to NFF, TFF is a continuous, dynamic process that requires rigorous
monitoring during assembly and operation (6). Steps [1] through [3] diagram the TFF
process of this laboratory experiment (Figure S1A). A closed recirculation loop will be
assembled using the provided filtration tubing (internal diameter of 4.6 mm), a
polysulfone (PS) hollow fiber filter module with a pore diameter of 50 nm (surface area
of 390 cm2), and a peristaltic pump drive (Figure 1 in manuscript). Prior to initiating the
TFF procedure, the assembled filtration system must be “primed” by circulating at least
1.0 L of high quality water (HQ H2O) (> 18 MΩ cm) through the system to remove air
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pockets and to increase the filtration flux rate. In step [1], the original Creighton colloid
of AgNPs (Ori) will be fed into the circulation loop, yielding a concentrated retentate and
a bulk filtrate containing AgNPs with approximate diameters ≥ 50 nm and < 50 nm,
respectively.
In step [2], the 50 nm PS membrane will be exchanged for a polyethersulfone
(PES) filter module with pore dimensions of 30 kD (~ 5-6 nm, surface area of 860 cm2)
and the same tubing arrangement as in step [1]. The newly assembled apparatus will first
be primed in a similar manner. The 50 nm filtrate solution will then be circulated through
the 30 kD filter, yielding a concentrated and purified retentate and a dilute filtrate. In step
[3], the filtration apparatus will be reassembled utilizing a 2nd 30 kD PES filter module
(surface area of 20 cm2) and smaller diameter tubing (internal diameter of 1.6 mm). The
1st 30 kD retentate will be passed through the second 30 kD filter, resulting in a final
retentate of higher purity and concentration.
Aliquot samples of 5 mL should be collected at each step in the TFF process and
stored at approximately 4 ºC until further analysis by UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy.
These samples should include Ori, the 50 nm retentates and filtrates, and the 1st and 2nd
30 kD retentates and filtrates (Figure S1). The volume of each TFF sample will be
recorded in the flow diagram chart from Figure S1B to facilitate the calculation of the
overall TFF yield following the UV-VIS absorption measurements.
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Figure S1. A) Flow scheme for the three-step TFF process. B) Flow diagram chart for
recording the volumes of each TFF colloidal sample.

UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy measurements
A Cary Bio 50 UV Visible Spectrophotometer will be employed for the quantification of
the UV-VIS extinction exhibited by the colloidal AgNPs. HQ H2O (> 18 MΩ cm) will be
used for baseline correction. All spectra will then be exported to Excel, MatLab or
OriginLab software for the subsequent spectral analysis.
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The total extinction of electromagnetic radiation in AgNP colloids occurs as the
incident light experiences absorption and scattering processes. In the presence of low
intensity optical fields (e.g., a tungsten lamp source), scattering is negligible for AgNPs
with diameters much less than the wavelength (λ) of radiation, and nearly the entire
extinction is a result of the former process (10).

Figure S2. (A) Schematic depicting the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effect
exhibited by thin metallic films in a dielectric medium. (B) The blue wave indicates an
increased frequency shift compared to the SPR in (A), due to the quantum confinement
for AgNPs. (C) Classical depiction of the LSPR observed for Creighton colloidal AgNPs.
(13)
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The total interaction of a time-varying electric field at a non-ferrous metal surface
is largely governed by the respective frequency-dependent permittivity function (11). If
the electric field crosses the boundary between a metal and a dielectric such that the
permittivity functions differ in sign, a secondary electromagnetic wave may propagate
tangentially across the metal surface (Figure S2A) (11,12). The case is satisfied for noble
metals at optical frequencies, resulting in a surface wave (i.e., the surface plasmon) with a
characteristic resonant frequency (i.e., the surface plasmon resonance, SPR). In the case
of AgNPs, quantum confinement of valence band electrons results in increased amplitude
of the SPR (i.e., the localized SPR, Figure S2B), which can be easily detected by a strong
absorption in the UV-VIS spectrum. Classically, this can be described as the oscillation
of the valence band electron “cloud” coupled with an electrostatic nuclear restoring force
(Figure S2C) (13).
It is well known that the profile of the SPR absorption peak, and hence, the
surface plasmon itself, is heavily influenced by the surface geometry and aggregation
state of AgNPs (7). The presence of a single, Lorentzian absorption peak at 400 nm
confirms the presence of spherical Creighton AgNPs of moderate polydispersity and
gives the characteristic yellow color of the colloid (10).
The SPR peak profile can be exploited to estimate various physical properties of
AgNPs such as size, shape, amount, and aggregation state. For instance, the LambertBeer law provides a linear relationship between the decay of incident electromagnetic
power and the concentration of absorbing species in a dilute solution (10):
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− log %𝑇 = 𝐴 =   𝜀 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝑐

(1)

where %T is the percent transmittance of the sample, A is the measured absorbance of the
SPR maximum, ε is the molar absorption coefficient (1.9 x 104 dm3 mol-1 cm-1 for Ag
clusters) (10), and L is the path length of the sample cell (1 cm in this experiment). The
high concentration of AgNPs in the TFF samples may require various quantitative
dilutions before UV-VIS absorption analysis to avoid detector saturation and deviations
from the theory predicted by the Lambert-Beer law.
The SPR maximum (λmax) can also provide an approximation of the average
diameter (D) of AgNPs within a colloid (10). In 1908, Gustav Mie derived an exact
expression for the total extinction of electromagnetic radiation by an arbitrary, uniform
sphere, by solving Maxwell’s equations with the appropriate boundary conditions (14).
Perhaps the most useful result of Mie’s treatment is the dependence of the λmax and the
bandwidth (Δw) of the SPR peak on the dielectric constant (ε) of the metal particle and
the refractive index (n) of the surrounding medium (15),
𝜆!"# ! =    𝜆! ! 𝜀! + 2𝑛! !
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where λP is the “plasma wavelength”, a physical constant of the metal nanoparticle (15)

𝜆! ! =   

!!" ! !!
    
!!!! ! !

and σ is the dc conductivity of the metal (11), defined as,
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(4)

! ! !!

𝜎 =    !!

! !!

(5)

with c, the speed of light in vacuum (2.99 x 108 m s-1), Ne the density of the electron gas,
me and e, the effective mass and charge of the electron, respectively, R the radius of the
particle, and Vf the velocity of electrons at the Fermi level. From equation 3, it is clear
that resonant absorption by the LSPR occurs when λmax = λP, or when ε0 = -2(n0)2 (i.e., ~
400 nm for AgNPs in pure water). The results of Mie’s analysis given in equations 2 – 5
allow for a simple expression to be derived, which facilitates the estimation of the
diameter of a metallic nanoparticle solely from parameters of the LSPR absorption band
(16):

𝐷 = 2𝑅 =   

!!"# ! ∙!!
!∙∆!∙!

(6)

where Vf for silver is 1.39 x 106 m s-1 (10) and c, Δw, and λmax have the same previously
mentioned meanings. The above derivation is strongly supported by the Drude model of
solid-state physics; however, the expression given in equation 6 should only be taken as a
relative approximation because the equations rely on bulk material properties. Thus, the
derivation neglects several important nano-sized phenomena such as size dependent
permittivity functions, broadening of the bandwidth of the LSPR from NP size
distribution, presence of neighboring ions affecting the value of Ne, etc. (15-16).
However, qualitatively, as AgNPs decrease in size, the valence electrons oscillate at
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higher velocities and result in a blue shift (i.e., smaller λmax, higher energy) of the SPR
peak.

Spectrophotometric analysis of AgNP properties in TFF samples
All UV-VIS absorption spectra will be plotted in Origin Lab, MatLab, or Excel software.
The concentration of AgNPs (i.e., nanosilver) in each TFF sample should be converted
from molar quantities to parts per million (µg mL-1 or ppm), common expression units for
silver metal content. The conversion is straightforward given the atomic weight of silver,
namely 107.8682 g mol-1. The average diameter of AgNPs estimated by Mie’s solutions
requires precise knowledge of the FWHM of the SPR peak (in nm), which can be
obtained via integration routines (Origin Lab 8.5) or graphical inspection (Excel). It
should be noted that the Lambert-Beer law and the Mie’s solution provide only rough
estimations of these AgNP properties and that rigorous microscopy/analytical methods
such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and flame atomic absorption
spectroscopy (FAAS), respectively, are required to determine more accurate values for
the size and concentration of nanosilver.
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Notes for instructors
•

In order to complete the laboratory experiment within the allocated 3-hr time period,
it is recommended that the original Creighton colloid should be synthesized and
characterized in advance. Optionally, polydisperse colloids suitable for TFF
processing may be purchased from a number of certified vendors such as Fisher
Scientific and Nova Centrix Corporation.

•

The sodium borohydride solution should be prepared using ice-cold water to prevent
its hydrolysis side reaction, and this solution should be used fresh, immediately after
preparation. Please also see the Safety and Hazards for Instructors and TAs section
for dangers when handling sodium borohydride during AgNP fabrication.

•

The resulting colloid of AgNPs should be stored in the refrigerator immediately after
preparation and should be used within one week to avoid the significant release of
Ag+ ions (Liu, J.; Hurt, R. H. Ion Release Kinetics and Particle Persistence in
Aqueous Nano-Silver Environ. Sci. Technol. 2010, 44, 2169-2175).

•

For shorter laboratory time periods, the TFF experiment may be carried out in fewer
steps, using two filter modules (e.g., 50 nm and 30 kD dimension membranes) and
smaller volumes of colloidal NPs (e.g., 500 mL of Creighton colloid).

•

All glassware utilized in the experiment should be thoroughly cleaned in a nitric acid
bath (10% v/v), followed by a sodium hydroxide (1.25 M) in ethanol bath (80% v/v).
Glassware should be rinsed with HQ H2O after each step.
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•

Filter modules should be meticulously cleaned by teaching assistants (TAs) or course
instructors before and after the TFF procedure by recirculating a dilute nitric acid (2%
v/v HNO3 in HQ H2O) for 30-45 min. The degree of AgNP concentration and sizeselectivity will depend on the filters’ condition and quality. If the filters are not
cleaned properly and the membranes become compromised, undesired AgNPs and
AgNP-aggregates of large size may be observed in the final TFF retentate (Figure S3).

•

Setting-up a TFF system is an involving task, which can carry the potential for
accidental chemical exposure if assembled improperly. Common student pitfalls may
involve incomplete priming of the system to remove air pockets, or not securing
properly the tubing junctions to splitter valves or membrane entrance chambers.
Therefore, it is recommended to provide students with a detailed standard operating
procedure (SOP) for the assemblage and operation of the filtration apparatus, and to
accurately inspect the TFF system at each step in the proposed three-step TFF scheme.
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Figure S3. UV-VIS absorption spectrum of a final 30 kD retentate that was collected by
a student group using a comprised filter membrane.

•

TFF systems can be purchased from several vendors (e.g., Spectrum Laboratories Inc.,
Millipore Corporation, etc.) or can be built in-house from constituent components
obtained from separate vendors. The three essential parts needed for a complete TFF
system include, but are not limited to, a peristaltic pump drive (e.g., MasterFlex,
Spectrum Laboratories Inc., Milipore Corporation, etc.), a TFF filter module (e.g.,
Spectrum Laboratories Inc., Milipore Corporation), and chemically inert tubing
compatible with the NP colloids and the cleaning solutions (e.g., Fisher Scientific,
MasterFlex, etc.). Filter module membranes can vary in chemical and structural
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morphology allowing colloidal NPs of different size distributions and compositions to
be manipulated via TFF.
•

A1-hr recitation should be organized before proceeding with the TFF experiment to
address potential safety risks and hazards, to thoroughly introduce the SPR effect,
theories of light absorption and scattering (e.g., the Lambert-Beer law and Mie’s
solutions), and to discuss the set-up of the filtration apparatus. In addition, example
calculations for obtaining the concentration and average diameter of AgNPs in each
TFF sample using the Lambert-Beer law and Mie’s solution, respectively, should be
provided to avoid miscalculations during data analysis.

Safety and Hazards for Instructors and TAs
•

The potentiality of accidental chemical exposure and environmental impact was
evaluated at each step in the TFF process before implementing the proposed
laboratory procedure. Students received detailed instructions regarding personal
protective equipment (PPE) and proper handling of nanomaterials. Nitric acid (Fisher
Scientific, CAS # 7697-37-2), sodium hydroxide (Fischer Scientific, CAS # 1310-732) and sodium borohydride (Acros Organics through Fisher Scientific, CAS # 1694066-2) are corrosive materials that can cause severe burns upon contact with the eyes
or skin. Furthermore, tightly sealed containers of a high concentration of aqueous
sodium borohydride can explode if shaken or agitated during handling. Thus, the
Creighton synthesis of AgNPs should be carried out in an open vessel, in an
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operational chemical fume hood, to avoid the buildup of H2 gas. Filter rinsing
solutions along with bulk filtrate solutions in the 2nd and 3rd filtration steps may
contain AgNPs, and, consequently, should be disposed of in the proper waste
containers. All aspects of this experiment should be performed within a chemical
fume hood.
Table S1. Tentative time schedule for a 1-hr recitation and 3-hr laboratory experiment
Laboratory Activity

Time Period

-Recitation

1 hr

- Assembly of the TFF apparatus using the 50 nm PS hollow fiber filter
module
- Tangential flow microfiltration of the 1.0 L of original AgNP colloid,
followed by the collection of the retentate and filtrate solutions
- Disassembly of the 50 nm PS filter module followed by attachment of
the 1st 30 kD PES hollow fiber filter module
- Tangential flow ultrafiltration of the 0.95 L of 50 nm filtrate and
student UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy training
- Reassembly of the filtration apparatus for use of the 2nd 30 kD PES
hollow fiber filter module
-Concentration of the 50 mL of 1st 30 kD retentate using the 2nd 30 kD
PES hollow fiber filter module
- UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy measurements
- FAAS and TEM measurements – for extended or additional laboratory
time periods of minimum 4-5 hours

20 min
20 min
20 min
1 hr
20 min
20 min
20 min
4-5 hours

Laboratory supplies required for the proposed TFF experiment
Ø A table-mounted peristaltic pump drive capable of delivering solution flow rates of
150 - 600 mL min-1.
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Ø Chemically resistant tubing suitable for use in a peristaltic pump drive (approximately
1.5 m are required to assemble the apparatus).
Ø Polysulfone or modified polyethersulfone hollow fiber filter modules of varying pore
diameter and surface area.
Ø Appropriate fittings kit and plastic zip ties for assembling of the filtration apparatus.
Ø Two-milliliter disposable or quartz cuvettes for UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy
measurements.
Ø Micropipettes and disposable micropipette tips capable of volumetric uptakes in the
100 - 1,000 µL range.
Ø Chemical reagents: dilute nitric acid (2% v/v, for filter module cleaning) and ethanol
(for cuvette washing).
Ø Access to a chemical refrigerator for proper storage of the original AgNP colloid and
the subsequent filtration products.
Ø A 1-L Amber flask to store the original AgNP colloid prior to filtration.
Ø Several storage flasks, bottles, or beakers to contain the colloidal retentate and filtrate
samples.
Ø Aluminum foil for wrapping the glassware containing the silver nitrate solution or the
colloidal samples, in case no Amber flasks are available.

Pre-Laboratory Synthesis of Creighton Colloidal AgNPs
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The synthesis of Creighton colloidal AgNPs has been described previously by
several authors. In this experiment, one liter of colloidal AgNPs was synthesized via a
modified Creighton method through the reduction of silver nitrate (AgNO3) with sodium
borohydride (NaBH4) at the temperature of ice. A 1 : 2 mM ratio of AgNO3 : NaBH4
aqueous solutions was employed to effectively reduce Ag+, while minimizing the amount
of reagents needed to produce a stable sol. For detailed instructions, see references 23 and
24 in the main text and 10 of the Supporting Information. Due to the large volume of
AgNPs (1.0 L) required for the proposed TFF scheme, it is recommended to carry out the
synthesis in a batch-wise process and to allow the final colloid product to stabilize for at
least 24 hrs. In addition, a small aliquot of the combined, AgNP colloids should be
subjected to UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy analysis prior to beginning the experiment
in order to confirm that little or no AgNP aggregation or contamination has occurred
during the mixing process. Once synthesized, the colloid can be stored in a cold (~ 4 °C),
dark environment for several months, without significant changes in UV-VIS absorption
spectra.

Pre-Laboratory Questions
1)

Define tangential flow filtration (TFF) and provide two examples of TFF

applications.
2)

Name two advantages of TFF as compared to the traditional normal flow filtration

(NFF) method.
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3)

TFF of colloidal nanoparticles (NPs) is considered to be a “green” chemistry

procedure. Name one principal of “green” chemistry and briefly outline its application in
a TFF procedure.
4)

Briefly describe the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) effect exhibited

by silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) and explain how this phenomenon can yield insights into
AgNP size and concentration.
5)

The original Creighton AgNP colloid shows a strong UV-VIS extinction ca. 400

nm, which corresponds to blue light. Why then, does the colloid appear yellow?

Post-Laboratory Data Analysis
1)

Plot the corresponding UV-VIS absorption spectra for the original Creighton

colloidal AgNPs and all retentates and filtrates obtained from the TFF procedure.
Estimate the amount of nanosilver in each sample utilizing the Lambert-Beer law and the
molar absorption coefficient for silver.
2)

Convert the calculated concentrations to µg mL-1 or parts per million (ppm), and

estimate the overall yield for the TFF process. Use the concentration obtained for the
original AgNP colloid to determine the theoretical yield of the TFF procedure, assuming
no loss of AgNPs in the filtrates for the second and third TFF-step, and no loss due to the
filter absorption. Estimate the amount of AgNPs “lost” during the filtration process by
comparing the theoretical yield to the actual yield.
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3)

Estimate the average diameter of AgNPs in each sample by using Mie’s solution

for the scattering of light by an arbitrary sphere. Use either a peak integration routine or
graphical inspection to determine the necessary parameters (i.e., λmax and ω).

Answer Key for Instructors
1)

The concentration of nanosilver was determined via the Lambert-Beer law:
𝐴 =   𝜀 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝑐

(1)

For the original Creighton colloid, the concentration of AgNPs (c = 8.89 x 10-5 M) was
determined using the following parameters: A = 0.169 a.u. (from the representative UVVIS absorption spectrum of the original Creighton colloid in Figure S4), ε = 1.9 x 104
dm3 mol-1 cm-1 for silver clusters displaying a UV-VIS extinction (λmax) at ca. 400 nm
(Ershov, B. G.; Gordeev, A. V. Silver Nanoparticles Stabilized with Heteropoly Anions
in an Aqueous Solution: Optical Properties and Electronic Polarisation. Mendeleev
Commun. 2001, 11 (4), 147-148), L = 1 cm for the cuvette utilized in this experiment, and
a 1:10 volume dilution factor prior to obtaining the spectrum.
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Figure S4. Representative UV-VIS absorption spectrum of the original Creighton
colloid, detailing the spectral parameters required for the rough estimation of the
concentration of colloidal AgNPs. The original colloid was diluted in water using a 1:10
volume ratio before collecting the absorption spectrum.

The theoretical yield for the Creighton method employed in this laboratory
experiment is 1.43 x 10-4 M. Therefore, the nanosilver amounts determined through
LSPR analysis in the original Creighton colloid and the subsequent TFF samples may not
represent well the true concentrations. However, more time-consuming and rigorous
analytical techniques (e.g., flame atomic absorption spectroscopy (FAAS) or inductively
coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy, ICP-OES) can facilitate a more accurate
determination of the nanosilver concentrations. If laboratory time periods are not
sufficient for such analyses, instructors should make students aware of the possibility of
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AgNPs being contained within the large volume of 30 kD filtrates, especially for the first
30 kD step. Although AgNPs could not be detected plasmonically, TEM measurements
performed by the TA revealed the presence of a small number of AgNPs within the
diluted 30 kD filtrate (Figure S5).

Figure S5. TEM micrograph of the 1st 30 kD filtrate sample from the proposed TFF
scheme. The large, amorphous agglomeration in the center was formed from smaller
AgNPs during the image acquisition due to high reducing power of the electron beam.

2)

The conversion from molar concentration (M) to µg mL-1 or ppm for each

colloidal sample is straightforward, and may be simply accomplished by using the atomic
weight of silver (107.8682 g mol-1). A sample calculation for the M to µg mL-1
conversion is provided below for the original Creighton colloid.
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The theoretical yield can be computed using the collected volume of 2nd 30 kD
retentate and the SPR-estimated amount of nanosilver in the original colloid (9.59 µg mL1

). The theoretical yield can be changed by reducing the final volume of retentate;

however, yields in the range of 959-192 µg mL-1 of nanosilver are expected for final
volumes of 10 mL and 50 mL, respectively. A sample calculation for the theoretical yield
of the TFF process is provided for a final 30 kD retentate volume of 20 mL (i.e., a
concentration factor of 50).
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The actual yield of the TFF process can be estimated in a similar manner;
however, the volume and amount of nanosilver in all of the TFF-samples must be taken
into account. For example, the actual yield can be calculated using the mass conservation,
the concentration of TFF samples obtained by FAAS measurements (Table S2), and the
obtained volumes.
!"##   !   !"  !"  !"  !""  !"#$%&'
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∙ 1,000  𝑚𝐿 = 1.42 ∙ 10!   𝜇𝑔  

(5)
(6)

𝑚  𝐴𝑔  𝑖𝑛  50  𝑛𝑚  𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 =   
𝑚  𝐴𝑔  𝑖𝑛  50  𝑛𝑚  𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =   
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∙ 20  𝑚𝐿 = 3,214  𝜇𝑔

∙ 30  𝑚𝐿 = 8.1  𝜇𝑔

(9)
(10)
(11)
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𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑚  𝑜𝑓  𝐴𝑔  𝑖𝑛  𝑇𝐹𝐹  𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 =   5,926.1  𝜇𝑔
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𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑  𝑜𝑓  𝑇𝐹𝐹  𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 =    !.!"∙!"!   !" = 41.7%

3)

(13)

The average diameter (D = 4.29 nm) of AgNPs in the original Creighton colloid

was estimated using Mie’s solution to light scattering by an arbitrary spherical particle:
𝐷 =   

!!!"# ∙!!
!∙∆!∙!

(14)

where λmax = 395 nm, Vf = 1.4 x 106 m s-1, c = 2.99 x 108 m s-1, and Δω = 54 nm (FWHM,
determined via a peak integration routine of the UV-VIS spectrum in Figure S6 in Origin
8.5 software). The result obtained from the Mie’s solution calculation does not represent
the true size of AgNPs in the colloidal samples. Again, more expensive and complex
microscopy techniques (e.g., TEM) are required to reveal the true size, shape, and
aggregation state of the AgNPs (Table S2). However, Mie’s solution correctly predicts
the expected shift of the LSPR of spherical AgNPs as a function of size, and can be
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utilized for the semi-quantitative confirmation of the size-selective capabilities of the
TFF process.

Figure S6. Representative UV-VIS absorption spectrum for the original Creighton
colloid, depicting the full width at half maximum (ω) and wavelength of maximum
absorption needed for the estimation of the average diameter of colloidal AgNPs.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Flame Atomic Absorption
Spectroscopy (FAAS) Analysis
TEM and FAAS measurements were performed post-laboratory by the TA in
order to determine the actual concentration and diameter of AgNPs in the TFF samples.
Briefly, each colloidal sample was chemically digested with nitric acid (OPTIMA grade,
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Fisher), quantitatively diluted with HQ H2O, and then stored in low-density polyethylene
(LDPE) containers, in a dark environment, to prevent silver leaching before FAAS
measurements. Nanosilver concentrations were interpolated from a standard calibration
curve (R2 of 0.99607) consisting of 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 µg mL-1 silver solutions
prepared from a 1.00 x 103 µg mL-1 trace metal grade standard (Ultrascientific).
TEM measurements were performed by depositing 10 µL aliquots of three
representative TFF samples on to carbon-coated copper grids (400 mesh, Ted Pella Inc.)
and imaged using a CM200 TEM (Philips®) operating at a accelerating potential of 200
kV. TEM micrographs analysis was performed in ImageJ® 1.46R software and average
diameters were calculated from the enclosed area for over 500 AgNPs.
Results of post-laboratory FAAS and TEM analysis of the TFF samples obtained
can be found in Table S2.
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Table S2. AgNP concentration and average diameter in the TFF samples as determined
via FAAS and TEM
AgNP Sample

Nanosilver Concentration
(µg mL-1)

Average Diameter (nm)

Original Creighton Colloid
50 nm Retentate
50 nm Filtrate
st
1 30 kD Retentate
1st 30 kD Filtrate
2nd 30 Retentate
2nd 30 Filtrate

14.2 ± 0.3
42.4 ± 0.5

13.4 ± 14.1
20.1 ± 15.5
12.4 ± 7.9
-

10.7 ± 0.2
25.8 ± 0.1
0.35 ± 0.02
160.7 ± 1.2
0.27 ± 0.03

Table S3. Class average values and standard deviations for the concentration and average
AgNP diameter obtained via UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy measurements
Colloidal AgNPs

Nanosilver Concentration
(µg mL-1)

Average Diameter (nm)

Original Creighton Colloid
50 nm Retentate
50 nm Filtrate
st
1 30 kD Retentate
2nd 30 Retentate

9.1 ± 2.4
30.2 ± 13.7
7.7 ± 3.4
73.6 ± 15.3
104.2 ± 30.7

3.3 ± 1.4
3.5 ± 1.0
2.6 ± 0.6
2.7 ± 0.7
4.2 ± 0.4
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Methods for Diversifying the Proposed Laboratory Experiment to Other Colloidal
NP Systems
The in-house construction of the TFF system along with the wide-range of
nanoparticle colloids available either commercially or synthetically allow for significant
modification of the proposed laboratory experiment to fit many laboratory schedules and
resources. Although robust and relatively facile to synthesize, Creighton colloidal AgNPs
may be substituted for more stable and less energy expensive colloidal NPs. To
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed TFF laboratory module to other types of NPs,
a large batch of spherical gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) was synthesized and subjected to a
two-step TFF procedure by the TA. To achieve a better size and shape control, a refined
Turkevich method (Kimling, J. et. al, Turkevich Method for Gold Nanoparticle Synthesis
Revisited, J. Phys. Chem. B 2006, 110, 15700-15707) was employed for the production
of AuNPs via the citrate-induced reduction of Au3+ at the standard boiling temperature of
liquid water (100 °C).
Briefly, the aqueous AuNP colloid was obtained by boiling 190 mL of 0.5 mM of
HAuCl4 solution (> 99%, Acros Organics, CAS # 16961-25-4) under reflux and vigorous
stirring. A solution of 1 mM of trisodium citrate (>99%, Fisher, CAS # 6132-04-3) was
rapidly added and continually stirred until the reaction solution exhibited color changes
from dark brown, to blue, to deep wine-red. Once the final color change was observed,
the reaction vessel was kept under constant stirring and heat for an additional 15 minutes
to ensure complete reduction of Au3+. The synthesis was completed in a batch-wise
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process until a total volume of 600 mL was achieved. The resulting AuNP colloid has
been found to be stable for many months, when kept in a cold (~ 4 °C), dark environment.

Figure S7. A) Flow chart of the TFF procedure applied for the manipulation of
Turkevich AuNPs. Photographs of aliquot samples are provided for the AuNP samples
obtained at each step. ICP-OES concentrations and estimated average diameters (Mie’s
theory) are reported for detectable Au3+ emission and AuNP LSPR absorption,
respectively. B) UV-VIS extinction spectra and TEM micrographs for three
representative TFF samples. Unless otherwise indicated, the scale bar is 100 nm.

Once synthesized, the Turkevich AuNPs were subjected to a two-step TFF
process, using the exact same procedure as for the Creighton AgNPs but two different
hollow fiber filter membrane modules. The first step in the process involved a 300 kD
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PES hollow fiber filter membrane (~ 20 nm pore size, surface area of 115 cm2), yielding
a concentrated retentate and a dilute filtrate. The 300 kD filtrate was then circulated
through a 10 kD PES hollow fiber filter (~ 2-3 nm pore size, surface area of 115 cm2),
resulting in a concentrated, purified retentate and a filtrate containing excess synthetic
reagents. The colloidal AuNPs obtained at each step in the TFF procedure were
characterized via UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy and ICP-OES. In addition, TEM
measurements were performed on three representative AuNP TFF products to determine
the size-selective capabilities of the modified procedure. Figure S7 and Table S4
summarize the results of the AuNP filtration process.
Overall, the results offered corroborating data and demonstrated that the modified
TFF procedure was successful in size selecting and concentrating the original AuNP
colloid. However, for reasoning previously discussed, the results obtained from UV-VIS
absorption spectroscopy should be regarded as a semi-quantitative confirmation of the
efficiency of the TFF process. Moreover, the extinction coefficient for AuNPs (8.78 x 108
M-1 cm-1, Liu, X. et. al, Extinction Coefficient of Gold Nanoparticles with Different Sizes
and Different Capping Ligands, Colloid Surface B 2007, 58, 3-7.) yields the
concentration of nanoparticles, not the total gold content, as compared to ICP-OES.
Furthermore, the extinction coefficient was determined assuming a uniform, TEMobtained diameter of AuNPs, which does not represent the true size distribution or
concentration. Thus, depending on the analytical technique employed, instructors should
be careful in explaining the results obtained by students to avoid conceptual errors.
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Table S4. Estimated AuNP concentration and average diameters as obtained from UVVIS absorption spectroscopy, ICP-OES and TEM measurements, respectively

TFF Product
Original Colloid
300 kD
Retentate
300 kD Filtrate
30 kD Retentate
30 kD Filtratea

UV-VIS
Concentration
(nM)
1.49
18.6

5.72

ICP-OES
Concentration
(µg mL-1)
98.42

TEM Average
Diameter
(nm)
19.6

7.88

555.4

22.3

Mie Theory
Diameter (nm)

0.21
6.65
21.35
12.6
6.18
343.4
12.1
b
Total AuNP Yield = 68.7 %
a
Measurements were below the limit of detection for all characterization techniques.
b

Obtained using the volumes and ICP-OES concentrations in Figure S7 and Equations 5-

13.

Although both Creighton AgNPs and Turkevich AuNPs have distinct advantages
over one another, the AuNP filtration may be appealing due to: a) the use of a more mild
reducing agent, b) the greater synthetic control over size and shape, and c) the ability to
spectrophotometrically determine excess HAuCl4 and Au3+ via their respective resonant
absorptions in the UV-VIS extinction spectrum (e.g., 301 and 313 nm)
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Abstract
Background/Aims: The quaternary benzo-phenanthridine alkaloid (QBA) chelerythrine
(CET) is a pro-apoptotic drug and Na+/K+ pump, ATPase (NKP, NKA) inhibitor in
human lens epithelial cells (HLECs) (1). In order to obtain further insight into the
mechanism of NKP inhibition by CET, the sub-cellular distribution of CET was
quantitatively explored in cytosolic and membrane fractions of HLEC cultures by
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) . Methods: Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs)
prepared by the Creighton method were concentrated, and size-selected using a one-step
tangential flow filtration approach. HLECs cultures were exposed to 50 µM CET in 300
mOsM phosphate-buffered NaCl for 30 min. A variety of cytosolic extracts, crude and
purified membranes, prepared in lyzing solutions in the presence and absence of the nonionic detergent CHAPS, were incubated with AgNPs and subjected to SERS analysis.
Determinations of CET were based on a linear calibration plot of the integrated CET
SERS intensity at its 659 cm-1 marker band as a function of CET concentration. Results:
SERS detected CET chemically unaltered in both cytosol and plasma membrane fractions.
On a protein basis, the CET content was about 10 fold higher in the crude and purified
plasma membrane fraction than in the soluble cytosolic extract. The total free CET
concentration in the cytosol free of membranes or containing membrane material
approached that of the incubation medium of the cell culture. Conclusion: Given a
negative membrane potential of HLECs the data suggest, but do not prove, that CET may
traverse the plasma membrane as positively charged monomer (CET+) accumulating near
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or above passive equilibrium distribution. Findings may contribute to a recently proposed
hypothesis that CET binds to and inhibits the NKP through its cytosolic canonical BH1like motifs (1).
Introduction
Chelerythrine (CET) is a quaternary benzo-phenanthridine alkaloid (QBA) of 348
Daltons mass and extracted from Papaveraceae, i.e. plants of the Poppy family. In
solutions near physiological pH, CET is positively charged (CET+) due to an iminium
group (N+=C) attracting small anions such as Cl. At increased pH values, CET+ loses its
charge and becomes a pseudobase with an apparent pKa value of ~9 (2) . In the past,
QBAs such as CET and its sister alkaloids, the sanguinarines, have been widely used as
medicinal remedies in insecticides, bactericides, fungicides, viricides, in ointments,
mouthwash solutions, and tooth pastes, sedatives and anti-helmintics (3). More recently,
CET had been first reported as a protein kinase C (PKC) inhibitor (4) and, utilizing this
mechanism, later heralded as a potential anti-cancer agent capable of inducing apoptosis
in a variety of cancer cell lines (5-7). Acting as a BH3-mimetic, CET induces apoptosis
by binding to BH1-like motifs inhibiting pro-survival BclXI proteins and activating
mitochondrial Bax/Bak pro-apoptotic mechanisms (8-10).
Recently, CET was shown to inhibit ouabain-sensitive K or Na/K pump (NKP)
influx in HLECs without interference with ouabain binding and PKC-mediated NKA
phosphorylation (1). The CET structure-related sanguinarines have been known for a
long time to inhibit the NKA in a variety of tissue preparations (11-17), without an
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explanation for this effect. Sequence homologies between BH1-like motifs originally
reported to bind CET in Bcl-Xl proteins and found in the cytoplasmic aspect of the
crystal structure of the NKP led to the hypothesis that CET may inhibit the NKP function
through these BH1 motifs (1). The amino acid sequence ARAAEILARDGPN of the first
putative CET binding site resides in the A domain of the NKP and has two arginine (R)
residues. Interestingly, fluorescence studies suggest interaction of R residues with
sanguinarines, however, in the C-terminus of the NKP (18). Moreover, sequence
homologies of the NKP/NKA BH1-like motifs found in all P-type ATPases suggest other
cellular metabolic pathways can be influenced by the presence of CET (1).
Although QBAs have been shown to rapidly diffuse across plasma membranes
and may be used as fluorescing DNA probes (19), the mechanism of transmembrane
distribution of CET is unknown and thus the question as to whether the charged
monomeric CET+ or its lipid soluble pseudobase traverse the plasma membrane prior to
binding and affecting intracellular structures such as the NKP remains unresolved.
Traditional techniques for monitoring the amount and localization of active metabolites
in biological systems (i.e., ultraviolet-visible absorption spectrophotometry, fluorescence
spectroscopy, liquid chromatography, etc.) are often limited by low detection limits,
increased experimental duration and cost, or indirect observation of the species of interest
via a (radio) chemical “label”. Recently, SERS has emerged as a powerful molecular
sensing technique due to its high degree of molecular specificity, low detection limits,
and multiplex detection capabilities (20, 21), permitting accurate determination of
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distribution and amount of metabolites in biological systems with very short experimental
durations, an almost sine qua non for pharmacological studies.
In order to obtain insight into the interaction of CET with the NKP, this study
attempts to track the distribution of CET across the plasma membrane into the cytosol of
HLECs, our model, in which CET was shown to inhibit the NKP (1). Raman analysis of a
stock CET solution exhibited a few very weak peaks; however, upon the addition of
AgNPs, a large signal enhancement was observed yielding vibration-rich spectra. The
SERS enhancement of CET facilitated the construction of a calibration function for
determination of the concentration of monomeric CET in the cytosol and its content in
membrane particulate fractions. The alkaloid CET accumulated in the cytosol and plasma
membranes at concentrations near or above diffusion equilibrium suggesting transport as
an organic cation CET+, presumably the species interacting with Bcl-2 proteins and NKP
(1).
Methods and Materials
Reagents. Silver nitrate (99.5%, AgNO3), sodium borohydride (99%, NaBH4),
were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fairlawn, NJ) and chelerythrine chloride (98%,
CET) from Acros Organics (Fairlawn, NJ). Potassium bromide (≥ 99%, KBr) and nitric
acid (Optima grade) were purchased from Fisher Scientific. All reagents were utilized
without further purification. High quality water (> 18 MΩ cm) was obtained from a
LabConco water purification system and utilized as solvent throughout. Cell culture
media and buffers were described earlier (1). The Na/K ATPase Na-conformational
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buffer consisted of the following reagents (in mM, all from Sigma Chemical, St. Louis,
MO): 100 NaCl, 20 KCl, 20 MgCl2, 20 Imidazole, 1 NaF, and HALT (Pierce
Biochemicals) as protease inhibitor.
Cell Culture and Preparation of Cytosol and Membrane Extracts. HLECs were
obtained as a primary fetal human lens cell line (FHL124) by courtesy of Dr. John
Reddan, Oakland University, Michigan, and were cultured and propagated using
specialty support and media as described earlier by this laboratory (1, 22, 23). Cells were
grown to near confluence in 100 mm diameter Petri dishes (49.1 cm2 surface area/dish),
culture media aspirated, washed twice with each 4 mL room temperature (RT)equilibrated balanced salt solution (BSS), and exposed to 4 mL phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) without or with 50 µM CET at 37 oC for 30 min, a time sufficient to nearly
completely inhibit NKP (1). Thereafter, cells were washed thrice with 4 mL ice-cold PBS,
all supernatant fluids removed, and each dish covered with 0.4 mL M-PER (Pierce
Biochemicals) lysing solution containing 1:100 HALT reagent (Pierce Biochemicals) to
stop proteolysis, and maintained for 10 min on a shaker at RT. Cellular debris was
collected into Eppendorf tubes, which were then spun for 2 min at 14,000 g in an
Eppendorf RT centrifuge to separate the cytosolic supernatants from the crude membrane
particulate material. It was noted that the cytosol of the CET-treated cultures was slightly
yellow, suggesting that CET had entered the cells. The crude membrane pellet was
resuspended and washed 4 times in fresh M-PER solution, after which the final pellet was
dissolved in 0.5 mL M-PER solution each, containing 1% CHAPS, a non-ionic detergent
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known to solubilize membrane proteins by replacing membrane lipids. These final
solubilized crude membrane samples were thrice ultra-sonicated on ice with 3 bursts to
achieve maximal membrane disintegration. All samples were spun at 14,000 g for 2 min,
the supernatant kept and the small finite pellet discarded. Aliquots of 0.05 mL
supernatant were removed for protein analysis by the BIORAD® technique. Samples
were stored at -20 oC for further SERS-based analysis.
In order to obtain a purified membrane preparation, HLECs, after CET exposure,
were washed as described above, but then collected from the Petri dishes by scraping into
a HALT-containing NKA Na- conformer buffer. The scrape was sonicated on ice as
described above, and then centrifuged in a Beckman Optima XL ultracentrifuge
(Beckman Co, Stanford Ca) at 5900 rpm (4,600 g) for 10 min at 4 oC to remove
mitochondria and nuclear material followed by a final centrifugation at 27,000 rpm
(131,000 g) for 1 h at 4 oC to obtain the final plasma membrane pellet. This membrane
pellet, further solubilized by sonication in NKA buffer containing 1% CHAPS and stored
in aliquots at -80 oC, possesses only the α1 subunit of the NKA, the only isoform
present in HLECs (1)).
Estimation of Cell Volume and Calculation of Cytosolic Dilution. Based on
previous estimates of endothelial and lens epithelial cell volume (23, 24) of 10-11 L/cell
and an average cell count of 106/dish, a total cell volume of 10-2 mL/dish was estimated.
As an example, given that 3 Petri dishes/control or experimental cells were available,
which received a total M-PER lysing solution of 1.2 mL, the final total volume was 1.23
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mL, i.e., the dilution of the original cytoplasm was estimated to be 41 fold; this dilution
factor was 71 in another experiment.
AgNP Synthesis, Size-Selection, and Concentration. AgNPs were synthesized in
a batch-wise process via a modified Creighton method (25) employing the ice-cold
reduction of AgNO3 (1.0 mM, 50 mL) by NaBH4 (2.0 mM, 300 mL). The formation of
spherical AgNPs of moderate size distribution (~1-200 nm in diameter (26)

was

confirmed by the presence of an intense, symmetric ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS)
absorption peak at 392 nm. Once characterized, individual batches of AgNPs (350 mL
each) were combined to achieve a total volume of 4.0 L. Tangential flow filtration (27)
was

then

employed

to

size-select

AgNPs,

while

eliminating

the

reaction

byproducts/excess reagents and increasing the concentration of nanosilver for optimum
SERS-based sensing. It was recently shown that the optimal size of AgNPs for SERS
enhancements is ~50 nm in diameter (28). Briefly, 4.0 L of colloid was recirculated
through a hollow fiber polysulfone filter module (50 nm pore size, 390 cm2 surface area,
Spectrum Labs®) yielding a retentate of AgNPs of increased diameter (≥ 50 nm) and a
filtrate containing dilute, smaller AgNPs (< 50 nm). The concentrated AgNPs (Ag50C)
were stored at ~ 4 ºC until further use in SERS measurements.
Raman and SERS Measurements and Analysis. Raman and SERS
measurements were conducted using a LabRamHR 800 system (Horiba Scientific, Inc.)
coupled to either an internal HeNe laser (632.8 nm, 15 mW) or an external, frequencydoubled Nd:YAG laser (532.1 nm, 15 mW) with an acquisition time of 20 s and 3 s,
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respectively. The laser beam was focused into a 2 mL quartz cuvette carrying the Raman
or SERS sample via a high stability, confocal microscope (BX 41) using a 50X objective.
Serial dilutions of a CET stock solution (20 mM) were performed prior to the SERS
analysis, yielding concentrations of 10-3 M through 10-9 M. Aliquots of the CET solutions
were briefly incubated with the Ag50C colloid, followed by addition of 1.0 M KBr to
induce AgNP aggregation and SERS “hot-spot” formation (29) prior to analysis. SERS
samples of LEC extracts of the plasma membrane and cytosol were prepared in a similar
fashion, and the total CET concentration in each extract was estimated via a standard
calibration curve constructed from the SERS scattering intensities of the stock CET
solutions. Peak integration routines and user-defined baseline correction algorithms were
performed in Origin 8.5 software for each Raman and SERS spectrum.
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Results
Raman and SERS Analysis of Monomeric CET

Figure 1. A) UV-VIS absorption spectrum of monomeric CET solution (10-4 M). Dashed
lines indicate the laser excitation wavelengths utilized in the SERS and Raman
measurements, respectively. B) Plot of absorbance versus CET concentration along with
linear fits to determine the extinction coefficients of the 267 nm and 315 nm absorbance
bands in A. Uncertainties in the molar absorption coefficient (ε) are indicated
parenthetically.

Prior to SERS analysis, the UV-VIS absorption spectrum of 10-4 M CET revealed
absorption peaks at 212, 267, 315, 338 and 406-430 nm (Figure 1A). The extinction
spectrum as a function of CET concentration, along with the molar absorption
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coefficients calculated for the most prominent UV absorption peaks at 267 and 315 nm,
not readily available in the literature, are given in Figure 1B.
CET contains a highly chromophoric imine bond, which experiences preresonance effects under 532 nm excitation and leads to a large fluorescent background in
the Raman spectrum. However, the Raman spectrum of monomeric CET exhibited weak,
yet distinctive vibration modes upon excitation via the 632.8 nm HeNe laser (Figure 2A).
Characteristic functional group-vibration modes and those reported in the literature were
utilized in order to provide a tentative assignment for each peak observed within the
Raman spectrum (Table 1). Raman spectra of monomeric CET exhibited low signal-tonoise ratios for concentrations lower than 10-2 M, i.e., far above the physiologically
active concentrations of the monomer.

Figure 2. A) Raman and SERS spectra of monomeric CET chloride solution at 10-2 M
and 10-6 M, respectively. B) Expanded Raman and SERS spectra of CET in the 100-1800
cm-1 fingerprint region. Acquisition times were 30 s and 3 s for Raman and SERS
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measurements under 632.8 nm and 532.1 nm excitation, respectively. The SERS spectra
in A and B are intensity-shifted for comparison.

The addition of AgNP50C to stock solutions of CET not only yielded an
exponential increase in scattering intensity, but also effectively quenched the
fluorescence resulting from pre-resonance effects at concentrations as high as 10-4 M.
The SERS spectra of monomeric CET showed a vibration-rich structure (Figure 2B). In
addition, the large increase in SERS signal observed for CET-AgNP50C mixtures yielded
sub-picomolar detection limits (i.e, 10-10 M), which are well below IC50 values reported in
the literature for diverse inhibitory functions by this drug. Vibration-rich SERS spectra
(data not shown) were also observed for CET solutions containing the original
unmodified AgNP colloid.
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Table 1. Tentative Assignments of Aqueous Raman and SERS Vibrational Modes of
CETa,b,c
Raman Vibrational
Mode (cm-1)
435vw

o.p. τ(C-C-C) backbone

SERS Vibrational
Mode (cm-1)
387w

530vw

sextant σ(Aryl)

430ms

668w
741vw
784w

i.p. ν(C-C-C)
σ(dioxolene)
mixed o.p. τ(CH)

476w
498w
527ms

832vw

adjacent ρ(CH)

577mw

1161w
1239w
1291w
1346s
1375ms
1399s
1486mw
1507w
1547m
1582w

i.p. σ(Aryl)
symmetric ν(Aryl-O)
i.p. δ(C=C)+δ (N=C)

659s
707w
731w
778ms
827w
972w
1046w
1096m
1152w
1173w
1233w
1280mw
1338m
1367s
1390s
1474w
1539w
1572m

Tentative Assignment

ν(C-C-C) of chrysene
backbone
σ(Aryl-CH)
ν(Aryl-CH)
ν(C=C)+ν(C=N)
Quadrantν(C=C) skeletal

1596mw
1618w
a

Tentative Assignment
o.p. σ(Aryl)
o.p. τ(C-C-C)
backbone
Mixed o.p. σ(Aryl)
o.p. sextant σ(Aryl)
o.p. τ(C-C-C)
backbone
i.p. ν (C-C-C)

σ(dioxolene)
o.p. τ(CH)
adjacent ρ(CH)

ν(Aryl-O-CH2)
σ(Aryl)
τ(CH-N-CH3)
ν(C-C)
i.p. δ(C=C)+δ(N=C)
ν(C-C-C) of chrysene
backbone
σ(Aryl-CH)
ν(C=C)+ν(C-N)
Quadrantν(C=C)
skeletal
ν(C=C)

Mode designations: δ, scissoring; ν, stretching; ρ, rocking; σ, deformation; ω, wagging; τ, torsion; i.p., inplane; o.p., out-of-plane. bIntensity abbreviations: vw, very weak; w, weak; mw, medium-weak; m,
medium; ms, medium-strong; s, strong. cAssignments derived from Ref (30-32).
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However, the SERS spectra using the modified Ag50C exhibited greater spectral
intensities, which is in good agreement with literature reports of SERS scattering as a
function of AgNP size. SERS spectral analysis of vibration bands was performed in a
similar manner as for the regular Raman scattering spectra (Table 1). It should be noted
that the SERS analysis of CET has been sparsely reported and the assignments provided
here serve only as tentative descriptors.
The four vibration modes occurring at 430 (o.p. τ(C-C-C)), 527 (o.p. sextant σAryl),
659 (in bold in Table 1, defining stretched (C-C-C) bonds) and 778 cm-1 (o.p. τ(CH)) were
utilized as “marker bands” of CET (Table 1) due to the large spectral intensity and lack of
overlap with adjacent peaks. Therefore, the presence of any one of these four marker
bands in cellular extracts can confirm the presence of monomeric CET. In addition to
determining several characteristic marker bands for spectral identification, the in-plane
skeletal stretching mode at 659 cm-1 was observed to have the greatest intensity of all the
marker bands and was thus utilized to quantify the concentration of CET in biological
samples. The constructed calibration function revealed a linear relationship between the
normalized 659 cm-1 peak areas and the concentration of the CET solutions from 10-5 M
to 10-10 M (Figure 3). Despite the presence of the four marker modes, accurate peak
integration parameters could not be obtained for solutions greater than 10-5 M due to the
increased fluorescence of free CET molecules.
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Figure 3. Calibration plot relating the normalized 659 cm-1 peak area to the concentration
of CET within each of the standard SERS samples. Error bars depict the standard
deviation of three different CET solutions measured at each concentration. Error bars
may be smaller than the symbols.

Small aliquots of plasma membrane and cytosolic HLEC extracts (50 – 100 µL)
were quantitatively diluted with either water (Raman) or the Ag50C and KBr (SERS) to a
total volume of 2 mL prior to spectral analysis. The normal Raman spectrum of the
cytosolic extracts showed few, yet distinctive peaks corresponding to the DMSO solvent
utilized in the extraction procedure (Figure 4A). A large fluorescent background was
observed for the crude plasma membrane extract under normal Raman scattering
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conditions (i.e., in the absence of AgNPs), thus obscuring all vibration modes aside from
a lone DMSO peak at 679 cm-1. No CET marker bands were observed in the cytosolic or
plasma membrane extracts under regular Raman conditions, consistent with CET
concentrations below 10-3 M in each sample (Figure 4).
The SERS spectra of CET-treated cytosolic, and crude and purified plasma
membrane fractions exhibited the four distinct marker bands of CET (Figure 4B, 5), even
when using relatively short acquisition times (3 sec in each). In addition, the extensive
biological matrix present in each sample did not appear to affect the intensity of each
marker band. This is likely the result of a high degree of affinity between the positively
charged iminium nitrogen and the predominantly negatively charged
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Figure 4. A) Ordinary Raman spectra of cytosolic and crude plasma membrane extracts
from LECs treated with CET, collected using a 532.1 nm excitation line. B) SERS
spectra of the same extracts in A, showing significant signal enhancement. Spectra in A
and B are intensity-shifted for comparison.
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Figure 5. A) SERS spectra of untreated and CET- treated purified plasma membrane
fractions expanded in the fingerprint region. B) SERS spectra of whole cell extracts from
HLECs with and without CET exposure done in the presence of CHAPS (see Methods).
Spectra are intensity shifted for comparison purposes.

AgNPs in each sample. Previous SERS analyses of molecules of similar structure
containing positively charged amino groups (e.g., rhodamine 6G) further corroborate this
finding (29). Total areas for the 659 cm-1 peak in each sample were normalized, and
concentrations were interpolated using the empirical relation derived from the calibration
procedure and the dilution factors (Table 2).
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Table 2. Estimated Concentrations of CET within HLEC Extracts
Integrated
659 cm-1
Intensity
(a.u.)

Normalized
659
cm-1
Intensity

-Log [CET]
SERS
Sample

A. Crude
Membranes

124,344

1.015

4.87(26)

B. Cytosol

80,652

0.658

C. Plasma
Membrane

110,543

D. Whole
Cell
Extract

48,891

HLEC
Extract

M [CET]a in
Extract

2.70(2) x 10-

Moles
CET/
µg protein

4

1.68 x 10-10

6.81(36)

1.04(18) x
10-6

5.15 x 10-13

0.902

5.48(21)

8.19(37) x
10-5

1.01 x 10-10

0.399

8.23(44)

1.16(16) x
10-7

2.78 x 10-13

a

CET concentrations were determined by accounting for a 1:20 dilution factor within the SERS
samples. Values in ( ) are the SD for N = 3 individual measurements.

The data in Table 2 yield the CET molar concentration (column 5) measured in
the 20 fold-diluted cytosol and membrane extracts (column 1). Extracts A and B are from
the same experiment, and B and C from different experiments. In A/B HLECs were
disintegrated by MPER, and only the insoluble crude membrane material further
solubilized with 1% CHAPS. It is evident that on a mol CET µg-1 protein basis there was
3x10-2 more CET in the crude membrane fraction than in the cytosol. Based on the
calculated dilution factor of the HLEC cytosol of 41 (see Methods), the [CET]i in the
cytosol is computed as 43 x 10-6 M, which is close to the extracellular [CET] 50 x 10-6 M.
When the crude membranes were subjected to two centrifugation steps (see Methods), the
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resulting plasma membrane pellet (Table 2 C) exhibited a ~70% reduction in CET
consistent with riddance from other particulate material such as endoplasmic reticulum,
Golgi and mitochondrial membranes and most likely nuclear material. Still, on a protein
basis, most of the CET preferred to lodge within the membranes. The whole cell extract
that was obtained in the presence of 1% CHAPS to solubilize all membrane material
(with exception of a small but distinct CET-positive insoluble pellet), the CET content
µg-1 protein was within the same order of magnitude, yielding 1.97 x 10-11 instead of 2.11
x 10-11 CET content µg-1 protein, consistent with similar cytosolic concentrations of CET
in near equilibrium with the external media.
In conclusion these data suggest that SERS is capable to determine the free
cytosolic concentration of monomeric CET, but also shows that a rather large CET
membrane pool exists suggesting that the total CET that is associated with the cell
probably exceeds diffusion equilibrium.
Discussion
Previously, it was proposed that the QBA CET inhibits NKP by binding to at least
one BH1 motif discovered within the NKP's actuator (A) domain, thus, for example
constraining the 120o rotation of the A domain and its temporary protection of the high
energy D369-P residue that confers the conformation required for the trapping of the 3
Na ions in an occluded state (1) .
The rationale for the present study was to provide proof of concept by
establishing the distribution of CET between the cytosol and the crude plasma membrane
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preparation using a novel technological approach, SERS, with the ultimate goal to
identify the compound within the NKP structure. The use of the large signal enhancement
of SERS over ordinary Raman spectra gave us the advantage to a) characterize CET
based on its four marker bands (Figure 1), b) identify it in concentrations less than 104
orders of magnitude smaller than Raman spectroscopy would have done (Figure 2A and
B) and thus establish a calibration curve (Figure 3) over five orders of magnitude, and c)
identify within cytosol and crude and purified plasma membrane fractions, CET
concentrations in the micromolar range (Figure 4 and 5, Table 2). Therefore, the greater
sensitivity of the SERS method coupled to the minimal pre-resonance effects of the 532
nm laser excitation wavelength also easily surpassed by several orders other approaches
such as UV-VIS spectrometry, where the limit of detection was around 10-4 to 10-5 M (c.f.
Figure 1B). Furthermore, these results show extreme promise in the ability of SERS to be
used as a sensitive and specific technique for tracking small molecule cellular metabolites
with visible absorption resonances, even within the presence of crude cellular matrices.
As shown in Table 2, the CET cytosolic concentrations were quite close to that of
the bathing medium of 50 µM, raising the question as to whether CET might equilibrate
across the plasma membrane, as a positively charged monomer (CET+) or as pseudo base
that does exist at higher pH values (31). For the sake of the argument, if CET traversed
the membrane as CET+, then, according to the Nernst Equation: log [CET+]i = log
[CET]o - Em/61.5, the free intracellular CET concentration, [CET]i, should have been 5
fold above equilibrium at 244 µM, assuming a membrane potential, Em, of - 40 mV
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typical in epithelial cells, where [CET]o is the external CET concentration = 50 µM, and
61.5 mV = 2.3 RT/zF at 37 ºC with the usual meanings. If we assume that the cytosolic
and membrane CET content add up altogether within one cellular compartment, the total
[CET]i should be 267 µM, a value that is close to that predicted from the Nernst equation.
Thus it is not improbable that indeed CET traverses as CET+ rapidly equilibrating
perhaps through cationic channels that are capable to accommodate the 348 dalton
compact benzo-phenanthridine ring. In this context, it is of interest that epithelial cells
have at least two isoforms of organic cation channels, OCT1 and OCT2 (33), and their
presence is currently evaluated in terms of their capability to transport positively charged
QBAs. Moreover, it has also been shown that transport through epithelial OCTs plays a
pivotal role in the targeting of positively charged QBAs to the plasma membrane. The
time-dependent fate of CET cellular distribution will be further investigated to shed light
on this issue.
Finally, based on the calculated number of 1013 CET molecules µg-1 crude
membrane protein and assuming that at least 10% of the membrane protein is NKA with
a molecular weight of 105 Daltons, one can compute a ratio of CET/NKA of about 100, a
number by far exceeding the expected ratio of not more than 2 based on the putative
presence of two BH1 motifs/NKA with solvent accessibility for CET. Experiments
ongoing with affinity purified NKA using mouse-anti human α1 NKA subunit antibody
either from plasma membrane-free cytosolic or from purified membrane fractions suggest
a CET/NKA ratio of <1. Differences currently addressed may be due to a) insufficient
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washing of the crude membrane particles releasing all trapped CET only in the presence
of CHAPS, b) the tendency of CET to partition and lodge within the structurally not
unrelated cholesterol component of the membrane bilayer, c) charge interactions with
negatively charged lipids and proteins with neuraminic acid residues, d) absorption to
residual nuclear material in particular in the crude membrane fraction, e) trapping of the
alkaloids within putative organic cation channels, and last but not least interferences of
solvents and CET-binding macromolecules with AgNP augmentation of the
electromagnetic signals, i.e. SERS-based nano-sensing.
Conclusions.
NKA/P is a target of QBAs and recent findings implicate at least two BH1-like
motifs within the crystal structure of the transporter to which CET, a BH3-mimetic,
might bind and inhibit function (1). Using a novel approach, SERS-based nano-sensing,
the distribution of the QBA CET between the plasma membrane and the cytosolic
extracts of HLECs was studied. The data suggest that CET most likely travels as the
charged monomeric CET+, because already the free cytosolic CET concentration
approached the external CET concentration, and the plasma membrane contained CET
exceeding that of the cytosol on a protein basis by more than 2 orders of magnitude. That
on a protein basis most of the CET+ signal resided in either the crude or purified
membrane fraction opens the possibility to further explore in ongoing work the
attachment of only few of these alkaloid molecules targeting and thus inhibiting the
NKP/NKA.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The unique optical phenomena exhibited by AgNPs, in particular LSPR, are among
the most beneficial nanoscale properties, and have resulted in an explosive interest in
AgNP-based nano-sensing applications within the past decade. Although the interaction
of LSPR with the local environment has been exploited in variety of novel and robust
sensing modalities, SERS has indeed proven to be one of the most powerful methods
exploiting this phenomenon to date. However, a facile technique capable of producing
uniform SERS substrates yielding extraordinary detection limits and reproducible signals
is required in order for SERS to be utilized by a vast majority of researchers and
industrial personal alike. This work aimed to extend upon the manipulation of the
geometric properties of AgNPs, and hence, to augment LSPR for increased biochemical
SERS-sensing via the chemical free approach of TFF.
In the Chapter 3, the TFF method was applied to a large batch of Creighton colloidal
AgNPs and optimized to yield substrates capable of increasing SE(R)RS signals in a
variety of detection regimes (e.g., pre-resonance, resonance, and SM resonance). TFF
was shown to be an ideal procedure for beneficially augmenting LSPR, via the
modification of size-distribution and matrix purification, as well as increasing the number
of homogeneous, SERS-active AgNPs (i.e., SERS “hot-spots”) available for analyte
adsorption. Moreover, the TFF procedure was applied post-synthetically, thus eliminating
the need for excess chemical modifiers or elaborate synthetic schemes to control AgNP
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dimensionality and purity. Most importantly, the TFF process resulted in two distinct
AgNP colloids that extended the SE(R)RS sensing capabilities far beyond those of the
original, unmodified Creighton colloid.
In Chapter 4, the feasibility and ease of adopting the TFF methodology for controlling
AgNP geometric properties and manipulating LSPR were demonstrated by implementing
the technique in a class of undergraduate and graduate students. Quantification of LSPR
extinction peak profiles showed that TFF could be successfully applied to manipulate
colloidal NPs without the use of extensive background knowledge or training, an
attractive aspect for potential use in research and industrial settings. Also, the TFF system
could be assembled from constituent components, thus negating the need to purchase
more expensive commercial systems while concurrently making the procedure more
attractive for limited laboratory budgets. The results of the laboratory experiment also
showed that the TFF procedure could be easily scaled (i.e., using 1.0 L instead of the 3.85
L in Chapter 3) and adapted without the need for modification of existing facilities.
Moreover, the use of a completely different AuNP colloid further extends the
applicability of the proposed method. Thus, TFF was shown to be a versatile technique
that can be easily and successfully implemented while also not depending upon the nature
of the NP colloid.
Lastly, in Chapter 5, the amount of a potent biological metabolite, CET, was
quantified using the increased SERS sensing efficacy of the TFF fractionated AgNPs of ~
20 nm in diameter. The substrate uniformity attained via the TFF process aided in
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achieving reproducible, ultratrace (i.e., sub nanomolar detection limits) biochemical
SERS detection over a large concentration range despite the presence of an extensive
biological matrices. This fact, taken together with the results and conclusion presented in
Chapter 4, demonstrates a strong potential for SERS to extend beyond the realms of
surface science and physical chemistry. This is of paramount importance, as current
research efforts are focused on extending SERS from a chemical and structural
characterization technique to the realm of medicinal or biological detection and
quantification. Moreover, the protean nature of the TFF methodology allows for the
applications to other colloidal systems, thus further increasing the biological
compatibility and utility of SERS-based nano-sensing. However, the interaction of
AgNPs and other NPs capable of enhancing SERS signals with biological components
must be assessed in order to ensure that interferences do not occur and convolute the
resulting spectra.
Although TFF has been shown to be a versatile and relatively facile technique for
obtaining SERS substrates with increased enhancement factors, further work will be
needed in order to fully optimize the TFF procedure. For instance, the effect that the
choice of TFF membrane material and module design may have on separation efficiency
and efficacy will need to be investigated. Moreover, the chemical and physical interaction
of NPs with the TFF membranes should be assessed to optimize the choice of membrane
material for a particular colloidal NP system. Quantitative structure measurements such
as scanning electron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive x-ray (SEM-EDX) could
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be utilized to quantify the degree of NP absorption and potential blockage of membrane
pores. Also, TFF could be combined with diafiltration to achieve more uniform size
distributions that those reported in this work; however, successive volumes could result
in lower yields and concentrations due to the many passes of the feed stream across the
TFF membrane.
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biological and chemical sensing capabilities
SERS-based tracking of a Na/K Pump ATPase inhibitor, chelerythrine, into plasma
membrane, cytosol, and protein extracts of human lens epithelial cells

TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Graduate Teaching Assistant, Wright State University
•

August 2012-Present

Physical Chemistry Laboratories I and II (CHM 3510/5510L and 3520/5520L) –
Supervised and aided in the setup of thermodynamic, kinetic, and spectroscopic physical
chemistry laboratory experiments, offered assistance in computer aided data analysis and
scientific writing, created laboratory handouts detailing experimental and theoretical
background, methods, and expected outcomes, administered quizzes and final course
grades.

SKILLS AND CERTIFICATIONS
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Technical Skills: Biological and chemical sample preparation for spectroscopic analyses
(i.e., chemical and physical digestion), bottom-up fabrication and characterization of
colloidal silver and gold nanoparticles, Micro-Raman, IR, UV-Vis, X-ray diffraction, and
fluorescence spectroscopy, inductively coupled plasma emission spectroscopy, flame
atomic absorption spectroscopy, TEM microscopy.
Computer Skills: Microsoft Office 2011, Origin Pro 8.5, SigmaPlot 12.0, ChemDraw
Ultra 7.0, MatLab R2010b, COMSOL 4.2a Multiphysics Simulations.
Certifications: Currently certified by WSU’s Environmental Health and Safety
Department in the following: Laser, Lab, and Biological Safety, Bloodborne Pathogens,
and Radiation Safety Awareness.
HONORS AND AWARDS
•

Undergraduate Dean’s List of High Honors (College of Science and Mathematics)

•

Outstanding Graduate Teaching Assistant, Wright State University

Fall 2010 – Spring 2012
May 2013

PUBLICATIONS
•

Kevin M. Dorney, Joshua D. Baker, Michelle L. Edwards, Sushil Kanel, and Ioana E. P.
Sizemore. Tangential Flow Filtration of Colloidal Silver Nanoparticles: A “Green”
Nanotechnology Laboratory Experiment. Accepted to The Journal of Chemical
Education.

•

Kevin M Dorney, Joshua D. Baker, Seth W. Brittle, Trevor M. Bobka, Austin J.
Williams, Matthew O’Malley, and Ioana E. P. Sizemore. Chemical Free Manipulation of
Colloidal Silver Nanoparticle Size, Concentration, and Purity for Increased SERS,
SERRS, and SM-SERS Signals. In preparation to be submitted to The Journal of
Physical Chemistry C.

•

Kevin M. Dorney, Ioana E. P. Sizemore, Norma C. Adragna, and Peter K. Lauf. SurfaceEnhanced Raman Spectrophotometric (SERS) Tracking of Chelerythrine, a Na+/K+ Pump
Inhibitor, into Cytosol and Plasma Membrane Fractions of Lens Epithelial Cells.
Published in The Journal of Cellular Physiology and Biochemistry. 2013, 32, 146 – 156.

PRESENTATIONS
Poster Presentation – 2012 Biennial Conference on Chemical Education
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August 2012

•

“Estimating the Analytical and Surface Enhancement Factors in SERS: A Novel Physical
Chemistry and Nanotechnology Experiment”

Joshua D. Baker, Khadijeh S. Alnajjar, Jennifer L. Monahan, Adam Stahler, Nora
E. Hunter, Kent M. Weaver, Allie J. Meyerhoefer, David A. Dolson, and Ioana E.
Pavel.
Oral Presentation – 6th Annual Cleveland State Interdisciplinary Research Conference
November 2012
•

“Routes to Single-Molecule SERRS-Based
Unfunctionalized Silver Nanoparticles”

Detection

Using

Concentrated,

Kevin M. Dorney, Joshua D. Baker, Austin J. Williams, Adam C. Stahler, Seth W.
Brittle, Trevor M. Bobka, Jason Diebel, and Ioana E. P. Sizemore
o

This presentation was given the First Place – Graduate Oral Presentation Award

Poster Presentation – 2013 ACS Dayton Local Poster Session
•

March 2013

“Tangential Flow Filtration of Colloidal Silver Nanoparticles: A Novel “Green”
Nanotechnology Laboratory Experiment”

Kevin M. Dorney, Joshua D. Baker, Michelle L. Edwards, and Ioana Sizemore
o

This poster presentation was awarded Best Graduate Poster Presentation

Poster Presentation – 2013 ACS Dayton Local Poster Presentation
•

March 2013

“Routes to Single-Molecule SERRS-based Detection Using Concentration Creighton
Silver Nanoparticles”

Kevin M. Dorney, Joshua D. Baker, Austin J. Williams, Adam C. Stahler, Seth W.
Brittle, Trevor M. Bobka, and Ioana E. P. Sizemore
Oral Presentation – 2013 CBRN Symposium
•

“Routes to Single-Molecule SERRS-Based
Unfunctionalized Silver Nanoparticles”
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April 2013
Detection

Using

Concentrated,

Kevin M. Dorney, Joshua D. Baker, Austin J. Williams, Adam C. Stahler, Seth W.
Brittle, Trevor M. Bobka, and Ioana E. P. Sizemore
Oral Presentation – 44th ACS Central Regional Meeting
•

May 2013

“Optimizing Silver Nanoparticle Size and Excitation Wavelength for Single-Molecule
SERRS-Based Detection”

Kevin M. Dorney, Joshua D. Baker, Austin J. Williams, Adam C. Stahler, Seth W.
Brittle, Trevor M. Bobka, and Ioana E. P. Sizemore
Poster Presentation – 44th ACS Central Regional Meeting
•

May 2013

“Tangential Flow Filtration of Colloidal Silver Nanoparticles: A Novel “Green”
Nanotechnology Laboratory Experiment

Kevin M. Dorney, Joshua D. Baker, Michelle L. Edwards, and Ioana Sizemore
Oral Presentation – 48th Annual Meeting of the Lake Cumberland Biological Transport
Group
June 2013
•

“Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectrophotometric (SERS) Tracking of Chelerythrine, a
Na+/K+ Pump Inhibitor, into Cytosol and Plasma Membrane Fractions of Lens Epithelial
Cells”

Kevin M. Dorney, Ioana E. P. Sizemore, Norma C. Adragna, and Peter K. Lauf
Oral Presentation – 246th ACS National Conference
•

September 2013

“Optimizing silver nanoparticle size and excitation wavelength for single-molecule
SE(R)RS-based detection”

Kevin M. Dorney, Joshua D. Baker, Austin J. Williams, Adam C. Stahler, Seth W.
Brittle, Trevor M. Bobka, and Ioana E. P. Sizemore
Poster Presentation – 2014 ACS Local Poster Session
•

April 2014

“Determination of the Intracellular Fate and Trafficking of Chelerythrine, a Potent BH3
Mimetic and Na+/K+ ATPase Inhibitor, in Human Lens Epithelial Cell Cultures via
Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)”
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Kevin M. Dorney, Ioana E. P. Sizemore, Tariq Alqathani, Norma C. Adragna, and
Peter K. Lauf
o

This poster was awarded Best Graduate Spectroscopy Poster by the Ohio Valley
Region of the Society of Applied Spectroscopy

RELAVENT COURSEWORK (Wright State University)
Undergraduate: Molecular Biology (Bio 210), Molecular Genetics (Bio 211), Cellular
Biology (Bio 212), Molecular Biology Laboratory (Bio 213), Human Parasitology (Bio
476), Advanced Cellular Biology (Bio 446), Immunology (M&I 426), Physical
Chemistry I, II, and III (Chm 456, 457, 458), Instrumental Analysis (Chm 436/437),
Organismal Physiology (Bio 230)
Graduate: Introduction to Quantum Chemistry (Chm 750), Chemical Microscopy with
Applications (Chm 6650), Chemical Kinetics (CHM 7520), Thermodynamics (CHM
7510), Physical Organic Chemistry (CHM 7440), Advanced Inorganic Chemistry (CHM
7200)
EDUCATION
M. S., Chemistry, Wright State University
Advisor: Ioana E. P. Sizemore
•
•

June 2012-Present

Current GPA: 4.00
Anticipated Graduation Date: May 2014

B.S., Biological Sciences, Wright State University
•
•

B. S., Chemistry, Wright State University
•
•

June 2012

GPA: 3.6
Cum Laude

June 2012

GPA: 3.6
Cum Laude
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